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INTRODUCTION

Planning is a cumulative process, and the Parent Education

Television Proiect is no exOeption. The first volume of this

Planning Report included detailed milestones and timelines for the

production aspects of the project. This volume builds upon that

information, since all the other components are designed to support

the production activities, which are at the heart of the project.

As a result of the first two months experience, a more effici-

ent Table of Organization has been developed, and is now operational.

That plan is shown in Chapter 2.

Chapter 3 describes the Development Plan in detail, including

plans for the development of program themes for the series and the

timelines for the development of releVant non-broadcast materials.

The Institute for Child Study involvement in content development

is tracked in this section.

Chapter 4 describes the Research and Evaluation Plan, including

plans for'the Needs Assessment Study, Laboratory, Pilot and Field

testing. As in the case of the Development plan, Research and Eval-

uation is closely coordinated with the Production schedule to be

followed by the Educational Film Center.

Chapter 5 describes the Community Relations Plan, including

plans for Community Outreach, Multi-media Materials Research and

Review, and Publicity and Promotion. This component represents a

new administrative arm of the revised Table of Organization. (See

Chapter 2.)

1.1
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Chapter 6 describes the Distribution and Funding Plan, including

plans for broadcast commitment and socurinq of additional funds from

private sources for promotion and related activities.

1 . ?



REVISED PROJECT ORGANIZATION

In order to insure maximum efficiency and ease of coordination,

the consortium management has revised the overall project organiza-

tion. This revision is now operational and can be seen in Exhibit

2.1.

Overall project administration is the responsibility of the prime

contractor, Applied Management Sciences. Corporate management is

represented by Martin Bloom (Program Executive). Overall responsi-

bility for day-to-day operations rests with Jerrold Sandler (Project

Director and Executive Producer).

The,Project Director/Executive Producer maintains regular contact

with the Program Review Board through its Chairperson, John F. White.

He also assigns the work of the program consultants, Edward Palmer,

Herman Land, and Lee Polk. Other administrative functions include

supervision,M all members of the Applied Management Sciences pro-

ject team, as well as maintaining regular liaison with the Educational

Film Center (EFC) regarding the scripting and production activities

under their sub-contract. In addition, he is directly responsible

for the distribution and funding activities.

One key feature of the reorganization is the creation of three

managerial posts: Community Relations (Barbara Yanowski), Develop-

ment (Laura Colker), and Research and Evaluation (Carol Novalis

These three team leaders report directlY to the Executive Producer.

The work of their teams is described in the chapters which follow.

2.1
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EXHIBIT 2,1; REVISED PRO ECT ORGANIZATION CHART (11/9/76)
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Cocment
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It should be noted that several new positions have been filled

and are now operational: Community Outreach (Della Cooper), Multi-

media Materials (Louise Gray), and Needs Assessment (Pamela Walters).

Additional slots have been created for a formative evaluation person

with relevant television experience, and a developer of non-broadcast

materials. These positions are currently under active recruitment.

The weekly meetings of the Project Coordinating Committee con-

tinue as before, with EFC, ICS and the project leadership from

Applied Management Sciences represented.

2.3



DEVELOPMENT

The Development Team of the Parent Education Project is com-

posed of L. Colker, Team Manager, from Applied Management Sciences,

and C. Flatter, B. Tyler, J. Kurtz, and B. Huebner of the Institute

for Child Study. This team is responsible for specifying and develop-

ing all content related materials. In order to accomplish this task,

it is necessary that we work very closely with all of the teams

rather than produce our deliverables in isolation. In particular,

there has been established a direct line of communication with the

Production Team for they, in a sense, are thp users of the material

that we develop. Since the content lays the foundation for the rest

of the project, at every step, we have built in checks to ensure that

developed content meets the needs of all Consortium members.

Development activities for che project will be carricd out in
two major phases: (1) the designation and development of the con-

tent to be presented in the twenty television programs, and 2) the

writing and production of non-broadcast materials to accompany the
series. The plan for developing the products required by both of

these phases is presented in the remaining sections of this chapter.

Phase_I - Content Development

The content development component of the project entails the

designating, prioritizing, and specifying of the content material to

be presented in the television prOgrams. As such, development encom-

passes all-activities that are involved in the finalization of con-

tent subject matter into a form that will best facilitate the needs

of the Production Team for translating content into film. To accom-

3.1
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plish this end, the following individual tasks have been identified

as integral to this effort:

Designation of parenting .hild development assimptions

Designation of project goals

Designation of program objectives for the series

Formulation of master list of probable themes

Selection of pilot themes

Development of content packets for the pilots

Designation of the 16 remaining themes for the series

Development of content packets for the remaining themes

Review of each treatment to ensure that the designated
content has been incorporated and appropriately reflec ed

Specification of program objectives for each film in
behavioral form.

As may be inferred from the above listing, because of the funda-

mental nature of these tasks, the work of the Development Team forms

the base for all other phases of the project. Before any production

can begin, any evaluations performed, or any community outreach con-

ducted, the content must be specified, prioritized, and prepared in

usable form. For this reason the Development Team has been in

operation since Day 1 and has produced the project's first deliver-

ables.

The first'three tasks were, in fact, completed by the Develop-

ment Team in preparation for the first meeting of the Program Review

Board, two weeks after the project's !ytart date. At that time, the

assumptions, goals, and objectives were outlined for the Board and

approved by them. The following two tasks were conducted by the

Development Team over the next month and presented in finalized form

at the second meeting of the Program Review Board on October 15-16,

1976. At that meeting, approval was given for three, pilot themes

and a fourth as alternate. The philosophy, planning and work involved

in each of these tasks which led to the adoption of the pilot themes,

have already been described in Chapter 3 of the Planning Report sub-

mitted on October 29, 1976. The remaining content tasks which the

Development Team is now approaching will be described in the foliol

ing sections.



3.1: DEVELOPMENT OF CONTENT PACKETS FOR THE PILOTS

Through an iterative process, the Development Team has worked

closely with the Production Team and program writers to develop a

format which will present_ the content for each theme in a form

which best caters to the needs of the writers._ Several trial

packets of presentation were developed, reviewed, and worked-with

in an attempt to achieve this goal. In addition, a draft of the

packets was used at the Writers' Workshop held on October 31-

November 2, 1976 to obtain direct feedbaCk from the write s who

will themselves be working with the information. Through this

process of review and revision, final copy of the writers' packets

for each of the three themes was prepared and sent to the writers

on November 12, 1976.

Each packet, in its final form, contains tile following informa-

tional sections:

MESSAGE. The main idea(s) which are to be presented in
this theme are stated here. The overall thought to be
conveyed to the viewers is the message.

THEME RATIONALE (optional). When it is deemed that the
-writer needs additional knowledge about the_philoso-
phical context_of this theme, the bearing of current
research on this subject, or expert opinion on the
importance of this theme, a rationale for selection of
this theme is included.

PRIMARY LEARNINGS. The major concepts which the Content
Team has singled out for learning are presented in this
section in order of priority. These concepts need to
be highlighted by the writers in their treatments in
order to convey the message adequately.

SUPPLEMENTAL LEARNINGS. The other major points which
contribute to the development of the theme appear in this
section, also in prioritized. order. More.learnings are
included than it may be feasible for the writers to use.
Therefore, these learnings should be incorporated into
the treatment whenever appropriate, at the discretion
of the writer.

ILLUSTRATIVE ANECDOTES. In this section, the primary
learnings are illustrated, using a child (children) of
the age(s) of the core family children. The learnings
to which these anecdotes are keyed appear adjacent to
each anecdote.

3.3
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SUPPLEMENTAL ANECDOTES. -As in the previous section,
illustrative anecdotes of all of the learnings, both
primary and supplemental, are provided. In this sec7
tion, though, examples are provided using children of
all ages, 0-5.

DEVELOPMENTAL CHARACTERISTICS OF CHILDREN IN CORE
FAMILY. This section contains a listing of the typical
behaviors which characterize children of the age(s)_of
childjchildren) in the core family. This information
provides the writerS with a repertoire of the typical
behaviors that the children they are writing about
might exhibit.

CLOSING-DOCUMENTARY SEQUENCE. In this section, the
Development teaM has selected the most important points
of the theme and provided helpful information for the
viewers relevant to these points. Specific techniques
are provided to illustrate how parents can utilize th&
learnings which were presented in the drama.

ADDENDUM. Information in this section deals with parti-
cular_writer needs for information, and is tailored to
individual requests for information.

RESEARCH APPENDIX. In this final section, experimental
resdarch is outlined for the writer to illustrate the
support in the literature for the primary and supplemen-
tal learnings presented in the body of the packet.

In addition, wifh each packet supplied the .writers, the

Development Team has enclesed articles pertinent to the_topic high-
-

lighting some of the major research in the field. Also, a chart

developed by the Institute for Child Study describing the develop-

mental characteristics of children of all ages has been included,

along with a three page sumtary on how people learn from viewing

television (see Exhibit 3.1). All of these materials are intended

to submerge the writer in knowledge of the, subject on which he/she,

is to write. Moreover, a direct line of communication has been

established and encouraged between the writers in the field and the

Development Team so that all questions or needs which may arise as

the writers work on the script treatments may be answered immedi-

ately.

3.2: DESIGNATION OF THE SIXTEEN REMAINING THEMES FOR THE SERIES

As noted above, at the time of the second Program Review Boa d,

three pilot themes and one alternate were selected. The next

3. 4
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EXHIBIT 3.1: ENUOSURE IN WRITERS' PACKETS

LEARNING FROM THE VIEWING OF TELEVISION

Television is an especially effective tool for conveying an

educational message. Its most obvious advantage is that it is

almost universally a major part of everyone's life. By the time

that the average American child is 18, he/she has watched over

22,000 hours:of programming. More time will have been devoted

to this one activity than any other single activity with the

exception of .sleep.

Thus, by using television as a medium for instruction, the

prospective audience can readily be met on their own ground.

For those for whom transportation or accessibility is a problem,

instruction is brought ihto their own homes. 'One of the drawbacks

of traditional programs of adult education has been the need to

physically go to a classroom. Even:when interest is present,

motivation to attend a course is often weak. Thus, the needed

incentive for enrolling in a course of instruction, arranging

one's schedule to be able to attend, and obtaining baby-sitters,

is eliminated when the burden of instruction is removed from the

student and the class brought direttly to him/her.

The effectiveness of :television as a medium of instruction has

likewise been thoroughly documented. That television can influ-

ence individual attitudes and behavior has long been a recognized

fact. Moreover, that television is able to impact on specific

population groups with specific learning objectives has also been

attested to. The much acclaimed success of "Sesame Street" has

amply demonstrated this capability-. Moreover, young adults

already look to television as an example for helping them to cope

with their 'own everyday problems. In a 1971 study, LoSciuto

asked adults what'they thought they learned from television. His

subjects answered that they learned about the world in general:

they learned how to handle themselves in social situations and

how to deal with their own personal problems. These responses

3.5
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EXHIBIT continued

echoed earlier findings. In a 1968study of adults and-adoles-

=cents living in New York, one-third of the respondents said that

viewing television helped them to better understand their own pe

sonal problems and to make decisions. In that same year, Foley

reported that some of the parents in his study used illustrations

from television programs as models or support of their theories

of parental behavior. Data by Life (1972) and Greenberg and

Dominick (1969) provide further evidence that for adolescents of

minority or lower-class background, television is a source of

authority and/or inspiration.

Assuming, consequently, that television is a viable means for

instructing adolescents and adults several conclusions can also

be made on how to maximize the capabilities of television for

learning purposes based on research in this area.

Television is most effective as a tool for learning
when used in a suitable context of learning activities
at the receiving end.

There_is no evidence to suggest that either visual
magnification or a large-size screen will improve
learning from television.

Where learning of perceptual motor skills is required,
a subjective angle presentation on television will
tend to be more effective than an objective angle
presentation.

People will learn better when the visuals are in a
continuous order.

-

Attention-gaining cues that are irrelevant to the
subject matter will most probably have a negative
effect on learning from television.

There is no consistent evidence to suggest that either
humor or animation significantly contributes to
learning from television.

Inserting questions in a.television program does
not seem to improve learning, but giving students
a rest pause does.

Repeated showings of a television program will result
in more learnings, up _to a point. However, directed
follow-up, where available, is more effective than a
second showing of the same program.



EXHIBIT .1: continued
Problem-solving instruction on televiSion s more
effective than lecturing where the materials taught
involve the solving of a problem.

People learn more from television under motivated
conditions than under unmotivated ones.

Under suitable conditions, television has been
shown to be capable of highly motivating learning.

Television appears to be an ideal vehicle for the proposed

payent education project_. To obtain further information on

how people learn from viewing television, these references are

suggested:

Richard C. Burke, Instructional TV: Bold New Venture
(Bloomington: Indiana University Press

Goodwin C. Chu and Wilbur Schramm, Learnin From
Television (National Association of nucational
Broadcasters)

J. Christopher Reid and Donald W. MacLennon,
Research in In tructional Television and Film

Hiyeda Kumata, An Inventory of Instructional
Television Research (Ann ArSor: E ucational Television
and Radio Center

. John A. Niemi, Mass Media and Adult Education (Englewood
Cliffs, N.J.: EaucatiEraTechnology PugrrEEtions)

3.7



immediate task, therefo e, is to designate the 16 other themes that

we will want to include in the series. In Exhibit 3.2, we have

diagrammed our strategy for arriving at this decision point.

The list of 16 themes presented at the-October Program Review

Board (as described in the Planning Report beginning on page 3.16).

will serve as our point of departure. This list will then be

supplemented with materials gained through intensive libra y re-

search, suggestions made by ICS staff directly attached to the

project, parent groups, and feedback received from members of the

Program Review Board. Input from parent groups will be obtained

from small group meetings of prospective parents and parents of

young children representing various age and economic levels. At

these meetings, which will be arranged by the Community Outreach

Team, the Development Team will discuss with parents their ideas

for theme topics, and also, the types of themes-that would realis-

tically be appropriate to each of the five families on whom our

series centers. It is anticiipated that five to six discussion

roups will meet.

As mentioned, another major source of information for addi-

tional themes will be members of the Program Review Board them-

selves. At the last meeting it was requested that Board members

review the preliminary list of 16 themes, comment upon those listed,

and make additional suggestions. Several Board members have al-

ready returned their comments and suggestions to us. Further, at

a breakfast meeting held with Dr. Urie Bronfenbrehner on November.

17, 1976, we were able to obtain Dr. Bronfenbrenner's insights into'

needed themes. In addition, to further utilize the talents and

contacts of the Beard members, the Development Team will request

that Board members seek ideas on theme areas from parent groups

with whom they are in contact. This information will provide us

with parent opinions and feelings on a national scove, not just

one that is particular to the Washington, D.C.-Baltimore area.

Using the input received from these diverse groups, the

Development Team will at this point compile a Master list of poss-

ible themes for the remaining programs. This listing will be

3. 8
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EXHIBIT -5.2: _STRATEGY FOR DETE- I 7NG REMAINING SIXTEEN THEMES

Preliminary Parent Group ICS Staff PRB inputs -
List Pre- Ideas for (not pro- Bronfenbren-
pared for Libra_y Topics and ject ner mater-
October 15 Research Family affilia- ials; parent

PRB Themes ted) contacts

Master List of
Possible Themes

Refinement According to Criteria
Used for Pilots; Additional Criteria
Needed by Evaluation Team; Balance

of Themes Across Families

16 Themes, as Designated
by Development Team

Input and Comments from
Consortium Staff'

Finalized List of 16 Themes

Preparation of Message, Rationale
and Learnings for January 21. PRB

Consortium Review

Final Package of Themes

Approval
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pared down to 16, usin- a rating system _ased on the following

criteria:

Universality of appeal

Avoidance of appeal to "fads," fa hion or temporal
societal trends

Centrality to child development theory

Felt need as expressed by parents

Felt need as expressed by experts

Reflective of age and interests of target audience

Reflective of developmental level of target audience

Relationship to at least one project objective

Topicality reflective of interests to broader range
of population (other than target audience)

Achievement of balance in creating unified approach for
whole series

Achievement of balance within individual families

Additional criteria suggested by Evaluation Team

The list of 16 themes suggested by the Develop ent Team, will thE

be circulated to Consortium members for review. Based upon these

comments, the Development Team will then finalize the listing.

For each designated theme, we will specify its message, the

theoretical rationale for its inclusion, and the prime and supple-

mental learnings which are to be conveyed by the theme. This

material will be prepared into booklet form and circulated to

members of the Program Review Board prior to the January 21, 1977

meeting date.

As with the second Program Review Board meeting, key members

of the CS-AMS Development Team will explain, expand upon, and dis-

cuss each of these themes with the Board. It is anticipated that

by the end of the January meeting, we will have reached closure on

the sixteen additional program themes.

3.3: DEVELOPMENT OF CONTENT PACKETS FOR THE REMAINING THEMES

Having already worked out an acceptable format for presenta-

tion of theme content,. ihe Development Team is confident that we

3.10
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will be able to produce the remaining content packages within t e

short turnaround period that is necessitated by the production

schedule. _The following time frame has been slotted for the

development of each remaining content package:

2 days - Development of content by individual on team

1. day Review of content by . entire team, finalization

2 days - Consortium review

1 day Revision by developer based on com-ents

3/4 day Formatting by L. Colker

1/4 day Approval by L. Colker and C. Flatter

1 Aay Typing, produCtion

By using this format, the amount of individualized work allow

for the.simultaneous production of several content packets--a de-

mand of the ritht schedule requirements. At the same time, suffi-

cient interface with the entire Development Team and the Consortium

as a whole has been built in to, ensure that thereis uniformity in

approach and consistency in quality. Further, it'is our plan to

deVelop theme packets in a sequence that will span across the

families, so that no writer will be, heidup because we have not yet

worked on a theme to be used with his/her family.

The blueprint which we will be uSing_to Aevelop each of the

remaining packets is depicted in Exhibit 3.3. As shown in this

diagram, several preliminary steps are taken prior to beginning

development. First of all, the oral and written comments of

members of the Program Review Board on each of these themes will

be analyzed and incorporated into our plan. In the same vein,

several meetings of parent groups will be called by the Community

-Outreach Team as a forum for us to obtain ideas on what learnings

parents would like to see emphasized. These insights will then

be combined with staff discussions and library research.

The primary developer of the packet will then synthesize these

ideas into a packet similar to the ones developed for the pilots.

3.11
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EXHIBIT 3.3: DEVELOPMENT OF WRITERS' PACKETS

PRB Comments
from January 21

Meeting5,
Written
Comments

Staff
Discussions

Library
Research
Expert

Opinion

Parpnt Group
Thoughts on
What Should
Be Covered
linder Theme

Draft of Packet
According to Format

Used in Pilots

Review by Staff

Discussion with
Writer--What's
Missing, Ques-
tions, Items for

Addendum

Final Packet

I Development ofi
I Treatment by I

Writer

Review by Development
Team to Ensure that

Learnings are Incorporated

Designation of
Objectives as
per Require
ments of Eval-
uation Team

ting
of Scripts
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Upon review of this packet by the entire Development Team, the

packet will then be circulated among Consortium members for final

cotment. Atthe same time that this review process is occurring,

a_member of the Development Team.will meet face-to-face with either

the Head Writer or the writer of that packet to fully explain the

content, to answer specific questions, and to find out what

material not included in the package the writer would like to see

in the Addendum. Based upon this writer feedback and Consortium

comments) final copy of the packet will be produced. This packet

will- then be forwarded to the appropriate writer so that script

treatments can be started.

3.4: REVIEW OF TREATMENTS

As indicated in Exhibit 3.3, once a writer has cOmpleted the

script treatment of a particular theme, the Development Team will

then review the treatment to ensure that the designated content

has been incorporated and is appropriately reflected. Without

making any comments on the creative preseniation of the treatment,

the Development Team will, however, review each treatment for the

following:

Tenor of the treatment is in line with the rationale
and philosophy of the theme

All of the primary learnings have been incorporated

Several of the secondary learnings have been incor-
porated

Information presented is consistent, complementary,
and supportive of the theme message

A viewer watching this treatment will be able to com-
prehend and remember the content message

-Characters, lifestyle, and content depicted will be
identifiable to the target audience-.

Review of the treatments will-be made by the Development

Team oh both an indiVidual and group basis. This level of effort

will be spent with each theme since it ie our feeling that this



is the most important juncture at which we can maintain the quality

of the content presented in the programs. If we can ensure that

the treatments adequately reflect the specified content, then we
can be confident that the final programs will also. If, on the

other hande,were to wait until further into the production

schedule to review the content, it is unlikely that our input

could have any impact on the presented.,content without seriously

hindering the time schedule. For these reasons, we have built our

content review as early into the production schedule as is feasible.

3.5: SPECIFICATION OF PROGRAM OBJECTIVES

Similarly, Exhibit 3.3 also outlines the final step in packet

development, specification of program objectives in behavioral form.

,Once it is clear from review of the treatments exactly:which

learnings are being incorporated into the programs, the Development

Team will be able to translate the learnings into behavioral objec-

tives. For each objective, we will specify what learning is to

take place, what the criterion for success will he and how this

success will be adjudged. In performing this exercise, the

Development Team will work hand in-hand with the Evaluation Team

to ensure-that our efforts will be consistent with their needs.

All of the tasks described above will be performed on each of

the program themes. The tasks will be conducted sequentially, but

several of the themes will be overlapping in:development. The

precise details of scheduling content development are mapped out in

the concluding section of this chapter.

PHASE II: DEVELOPMENT OF NON-BROADCAST MATERIALS

The other major output of the Development Team, in addition to

the content packets, will be the development of the non-broadcast

materials which are to accompany the programs. For each program

theme, two types of materials will be written and produced: one

for the target audience of parents of young children and prospective

parents, and one for teachers, community group leaders, social work-
,

ers, and others who will be using the materials to lead group dis-

cussions.
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3.6: VIEWER'S BOOKLET (Parent's Guide)

It is anticipated that the viewer's booklet will not only

reinforce the iearnings that are conveyed by the programs but will

serve to expand the viewer's knowledge-of each subject area. Ten-

tatively., it is planned that the material pertinent to each theme

will be 15-20 pages in length and will include these features:

Synopsis of the theme script

Obiectives of the theme television program to be
reinforced

Additional objectives to be mastered through this
material

Child development information relevant to this theme

Reinforcement-activities to strengthen iearnings

Supplemental activities to delve further into the topic

Bibliography of books, articles, films and other
pertinent resources

Listing of resources for obtaining further information
on the topic - ie.,,adult education courses,_community.
resources, health agencies, parent participation organi-
zations

Glossary of technical terms used.

Since the prime target audience of the pro ct is 17-25,

these materials will have to be geared stylisti ally and topically

to the interests of this age group. Activities and approach will

have to conform to the findings of the formative research which

has already been conducted on the interests of teenagers and young

adults. Art work and graphics will:likewise reflect the styles

preferred by this young audience.

Further, because the materials will be in written form, they

will not only have to have the necessary appeal, but will also

have, to be written at a reading level appropriate to the develop-

nental level of the_audience. To accommodate this need, all

materials will be written at a 9-10 grade level and tested on the

Fry scale of Readability (see Exhibit 3.4).
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EXHIBIT 3.4: SCALE FOR ESTIMATING READABILITY

GRAPH FOR ESTIMATING READABILITY
by Edward Fry. , Rutgers University Reeding Center, New Jersey

Average number of syllables per 100 words
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DIRECTIONS: Randomly select 3 one hundred word passcges from a book or an article.
Plot average number of syllables and average number of sentences per 100 words
on graph to determine the grade level of the material. Choose more

assages per book if great variability is observed and conclude that the book
as uneven readability. Few books will fall in gray area but when they do grade

level scores are invalid.

EXAMPLE:
SYLLABLES SENTENCES

1st Hundred Words I 24
2nd Hundred Words 141 5.5
3 rd Hundred Words 158 6.8

AVERAGE I 41 6.3

READABILITY 7 th GRADE ( see dot plotted on graph)

402

ref further information and validity ditto sre :he
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3.7: DISCUSSION LEADER'S BOOKLET

Accompanying the viewer's booklet -ill be,a discussion leader's

booklet with information on each theme, also about 20 pages in

length. This booklet will parallel the viewer's booklet in content,

but will also provide supplemental information, tie together infor-

mation presented in other themes, and present questions for discus-

sion and further exploration of the topic. For each activity or

point of discussion presented in the viewer's booklet,..the leader's

booklet will present accompanying topics and que;tions that the

leader may wish to emphasize. In order to maintain this direct cor-

respondence between the material presented in both booklets, one

technique that we have successfully employed in the past is to

reproduce key pages from the viewer's booklet in reduced form in

the leader's booklet. The questions for discussion or supplemental

information are then imposed directly on this page, with arrows

pointing to the spot for insertion. This technique is illustrated

in Exhibit 3.5.

3.8: PRODUCTION OF BOOKLETS

The precise format for the non-b oadcast materials will be

outlined during the month of December and formally presented to

the Program Review Board at the January 21, 1977 meeting. In this

plan the Development Team will outline our scheme for developing

the materials the details on types of content features to be in-

cluded in the materials, and our plan for ucing the materials.

At this stage, prior to the development of _his product, however,

we are able to_ anticipate that we will fClow a plan similar to

the one described in Exhibit 3.6.

In_preparing the materials for these h oklets, several pre-

liminary steps will be taken. -First of all through library and

field research we are beginning to assemble examples of non-broad-

cast materials that have been developed for similar projects, and

in particular, for similar target audiences. From these we will be

able to ascertain modes of presentation and format which have

proven to be most successful. Evaluations of these materials will,

3.17



EXHIB IT TECHNIQUE FOR PRESENT G D [ SCUSS ION MATERIALS

iron is found in every cell of the body. It

combines with protein to form the hemoglo-.

bin in the blood which carries oxygen to all
parts of the body, and it helps to return
carbon dioxide to the lungs. It is also presen
as myoglobin in muscle contraction.

iron needs are increased by a loss of blood

(e.g., following injury. surgery, and during

menses), during pregnancy, and during in-

fancy.

The most eomnson in the
Ametinn diet a ovn. Lfpn La fund Ln au

el the body but is apecially nded In
the red bleed cells to carry acme from the
lungs to every cell in the body. Women.

childros, end teenegers. are mon likely to
suffer froth a leek of iroi% A person also
seeds more ircu Ourirz periods of rapid
growth- Infanu. preschoolers, and teenagers
need sure ken &smog Ufa dm& A1970 study
fund that for poor people. ose person in
reel low get so littla irtri te est that
Issullos3 help wu thquirtct

Mend* lo the unto of U. disease
derelops Won there is hot enough lihri in the
4141 or after * prnon loses tro deal of
Wood. as &I in accident. A portal sufferiog
from sisetnW forts ronsttotty tired. Weak, end
drothod of guru. Anemia effects men and
women. though the most vulnerable poops

frifant,% roan children. teenagers. and
women of ehildbaUltiar ags

Anemia continues to be Or giber one

deficierki 41i.ease. People are actually get-

ting less iron rodiy thol Orr food to Cot-
One reloom mot sol 5orti given for this
altaatUri la the switch In cooking born WWI (0

atunilnum and steel pots. The iron pots which

litre once more commonly woe supplied an
important ocurer of iron 141411 acid foods

more cooked to them. The newer pots deprive

tat or this 'free' soave of knit In our diets.

Thew err (00itt that conIc.. Iron, To get the
ion that we hoed. me should choose WIN of
these lroevieh forth every day: liver, red

cleats. egg yol14. del& peen. leafy vegetables
(spinach. hut runs. kale, turnip rtun.1),
dried fruits traisim. apricots. PrWle1). moltre
OM belied beau, emiched and whole grain
breach and corsets. and tricutnes (soybeans,

Urns hearth putt.

Anemia is a disea e which has p agued people

for centuries.

Results from the National Nutrition Survey

conducted in the late 1960's show anemia to
be quite common in many geographic regions.
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EXHIBIT 3 DEVELOPMENT OF NON-BROADCAST MATERIA S

PRB'comments; Parent_group Library Staff
Input based ideas for research/ Discussions
on rationale additional expert
plan iearnings,

ideas
opinion

Draft
(art work
included)

Consortium
Review

Finalized
draft/transiT-
tion into
Spanish for
-ilots

Formative
Evaluation

Final copy o_ Typing, Camera-
viewer and set type ready Submit
discussion
leader

lay-out,
paste-up

copy to
GPO

materials
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ofcourse, be our best indicators of what works and what does not.

This examination of materials will be backed up by our own experi-

ences and those of experts whom we will contact. In addition, our

two prime information resources--the members of the Program Review

Board and the parent groups--will be especially crucial to this

effort. The comments made by the Board members both to the the es

and the presented rationale plan will form a backbone for

the development of the materials. Likewise, ideas expressed by

parent groups on additional information and activities that they

feel should be covered will be a major indicator of the direction

that the materials will follow.

For both booklets on a given theme, all input will be syn-

thesized into draft form, complete with art work, within a two-

week turnaround period. At this time, the material will be circu-

lated to Consortium members for comment. Once the materials have

been reviewed and comments incorporated, the draftswill at this

point undergo formative evaluation. With the materials for the

pilots, this exercise will be especially stringent and controlled.

Through a series of lab, pilot, and field tests, viewers will be

asked to react to both the style and the content of the materials.

The full details of the formative evaluation phase are described

in the Research and Evaluation chapter of this document. Based cfn

the feedback received from each of these testing situations, the

materials will be revised. Subsecillient to the field testing, final

revisions will oCcur.

For the seventeen themes following the pilots, accompanying

non-broadcast materials will also undergo formative evaluations,

but not to the degree to which the pilot materials wilI be subjected.

For these materials, formative evaluation will consist of review

of the materials by experts in the field and, most importantly, by

parent groups. 'Since one of the criteria for successful develop-

ment of the non-broadcast materials is that they be able to $tand

3.20
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alone, we do not foresee any difficulty in obtaining user reactions

to the materials without showing the corresponding film.

Following the formative evaluation input, final written and

art copy will be produced. Written material will be right-justi-

fied and set typed; art'work will be produced into form compatible

with GPO reproduction standards. Material for both books will be

laid out and pasted-up by Applied .Management Sciences' staff into

camera ready form. At this stage, upon approval of the Production

Supervisor, the booklets will be submitted to GPO for printing.

For the pilot themes, an additional step has been built into

this framework. The non-broadcast materials for these programs

will be translated into Spanish at the draft stages. The Spanish

versions, like their English counterparts, will undergo the identi-

cal formative evaluation procedures as previously described. Re-

sults of the evaluation will likewise be incorporated into these

materials which will then be produced in camera-ready form.

Once delivered to GPO in camera ready form, all non-broadcast

materials will come under the domain of the Community Relations

Team, which will be involved in the dissemination of these materials.

3. 21
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Scheduling

Since the activities of the Development Team involve the

development of a great many deliverables within a short span of

time, the work has been organized into a number of discrete tasks

which can be performed simultaneously by various members of the

team. Within each of these tasks, however, we have been careful

to build in time for review and discussion by the team as a whole.

This system will permit us maximum flexibility and efficiency in

use of time, but will also ensure that consistency and quality are

upheld.

In Exhibit 3.7 which follows, we have mapped out the :tasks

to be performed throughout the duration of the project by month.

Exhibit 3.8 shows the number of person hours required per task by

month.
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EXHIBIT 3.7 TASKS BY MONTH
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MIMI' 3.7 continued
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EXHIBIT
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EXHIBIT 3.7 (cutintied)
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EXHIBIT 3.7: continued)
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EXHIBIT 3.7: (contiEued)
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EXHIBIT g 7
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IT 3.7; continued)

TASK
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UHIBIT 3.8: PERSON DAYS BY TASK BY MONTH
DECEMBER 1976

ICS DAYS*
TASK NEEDED

AMS DAYS
NEEDED

1. Select 16 remaining themes

2. Review treatments of Themes
1, 2, 3

3. Designate objectives for
Themes 1, 2,

4. Develop packet 4

5. Meetings

6. Develop rationale for non-
broadcast materials

Total

20

5

6 1/4

5

42 1 4

10

3

3

29

Days are "- son" days. 20 days equals one person full-ti
per month.



Exhibit 3.8: (continued)

TASK

JANUARY 1977

Develop rationale package for
PRB

FRB meeting

Revj.ew treatment 4

Designate objectives for
Theme 4

5. Begin packet 5 (AMS)

6. Meetings

Total

FEBRUARY 1977

1. Complete packet 5 (AMS)

Z.Develop packet 6 (AMS)

3. Develop packet 7 (ICS)

4. Develop packet 8 (ICS)

5. Develop packet 9 (ICS)

6. Begin to develop packet 10
(ICS)

7. Meetings including parent
meetings for NOB)

Total

ICS DAYS AMS.DAYS
NEEDED NEEDED

36

3

2

2

3

5

51

1/4

3 1/4

6 1/4

6 1/4

6 1/4

10

37 1/4

10

3

1

1

3

5

23

2

5

2

2

2

1



Exhibit 3.8: continued)

TASK ICS DAYS AMS DAYS
NEEDED NEEDED

MARCH 1977

1. Complete packet 10 (ICS) 1 1/4 1

2. Nonbroadcast for Theme 2-Model
4 12 5 art,

5 paste-up

3. Develop packet 11 (AMS) 3 1/4

4. , Develop packet 12 (ICS) 6 1/4 2

S. Develop packet 13 (ICS) 6 1/4 2

6. Develop packet 14 (AMS) 3 1/4 5

7. Begin packet 15 (ANS) 3 3

Review treat ents 5,6,7,
8,9

5 3

9 Designate ob ectives for
6, 7, 8, 9

5,

10. Meetings 5

Total 42 1/4 40 5 art
5 paste-up

APRIL 1977

1. Complete packet 15 (AMS) 1/4 2

2. Nonbroadcast for Theme 1 10 (5 art
5 paste-up)

Nonbroadcast for Theme 3 4 3

Review treatments 10, 11,
13, 14

12, 5 3

Designate objectives for
11, 12, 13, 14

10,

6 Make revisions to non-broadcast
based on lab testing

7. Develop packet 16 (ICS) 6 1/4 2

8. Develop packet 17 (ICS) 6 1/4 2

9. PRB meeting 2 2

10. Meetings 5 5

Total 42 3/4 44 (10 art
10 paste up)

3.35

45



Exhibit 3.8: continued

ICS DAYS AMS DAYSTASK
NEEDED NEEDED

MAY 1977

1. Develop packet 18 (AMS) 3 1/4 5

2. Develop packet 19 (ICS) 6 1/4 2

3. Develop packet 20 (ICS) 6 1/4 2

Review treatments for theme 15,
16, 17 4

5. Specify objectives for themes 4 3

15, 16, 17

6. Begin to revise nonbroadcast
materials based on pilot test 10 20
(May 1-15)

7. Meetings 5

Total 38 3 4 40

JUNE 1977

Complete revision of nonbroad-
cast materials based on pilot
test 10

Review treatments of themes 13,
19, 20

Specify objectives for themes
18, 19, 20

Develop nonbroadcast mate ials
for theme4-DRAFT 10 20 (5 art)

Meetings 5 5

30 41 art)

JULY 1977

1. Develop nonbroadcast materials
for theme 5- DRAFT 10 20 ( _

2. Develop nonbroadcast mate ials
for theme 6- DRAFT 10 20 (5 art)

Meetings 5

25 45 (10 art)

36

46



Exhibit 3.8: (continued)

TASK
ICS DAYS AMS DAYS
NEEDED NEEDED

AUGUST 1977

Develop nonbroadcast materials
for theme 7-DRAFT

. Develop nonbroadcast materials
for theme 8-DRAFT

. Meetings

SEP1EBER 1977

Revise nonbroadcast materials
for themes 1,2,3, based on fielc
test

Develop nonbroadcast mat-rials
for theme 9-DRAFT

Meetings

OCTOBER 19.77

Develop nonbroadcast materials
for theme 10 -DRAFT

Revise nonbroadcast materials
for theme 4 based on formative
evaluation

Revise nonbroadcast materials
for theme 5 based on formative
evaluation

Meetings

NOVEMBER 1977

Develop nonbroadcast materials
for theme 11-DRAFT

Revise nonbroadcast materials
for theme 6 based on formative
evaluation

Revise nonbroadcast materials
for theme 7 based on formative
evaluation

Meetings

10

10

25

10

0

10

7 1/2

20 art)

20 art)

5

45 (10 art)

20 (15 art, 15
paste up)

20 (5 art

5

45

20 art)

10 (5 art, 5

paste up)

5 I 5

0 45 715 art, 10
paste u-)

10 20 (5 art)

7 1/2 10. (5 a t, 5

pas e up)

7 1 10 (5 art, 5
paste up)

5 I 5

30 45
(15 art, 10
paste up



Exhibit 3.8: (con Armed)

TASK

DECEMaER 1977

ICS DAYS
NEEDED

AMS DAYS
NEEDED

1. Develop nonbroadcast materials
for theme 12-DRAFT

2. Revise nonbroadcast materials
for theme 8 based on formative
evaluation

Revise nonbroadcast materials
for theme 9 based on formative
evaluation

4. Meetings

JANUARY 1978

1. Develop nonbroadtast materials
for theme 13-DRAFT-

2. Revise nonbroadcast materials
for theme 10 based on formative
evaluation

3. Revise nOnbroadcast materials
for theme 11 based on formative
evaluation

4 Meetings

FEBRUARY 1978

Develop nonbroadcast materials
for theme 14-DRAFT

Develop nonbroadcast materials
for theme 15-DRAFT

3. Meetings

3.38

10

7 1/2

7 1/2

5

30

10

7 1/2

7 1/2

30

10

10

25

20 (5 art

10 (5 art, 5

paste up)

10 (5 art, 5
paste up)

5

45

20 (5 art)

10 (5 art, 5

paste up)

10 (5 art, 5

paste up)

5

45 (15 art, 10
paste up)

20 (5 art)

20 (5 art)

5

45 (10 art)



Exhibit 3.8: continued

TASK

MARCH 1978

Develop nonbroadcast materials
for theme 16-DRAFT

Revise nonbroadcast materials
for theme 12 based on formative
evaluation

Revise nonbroadcast materials
for theme 13 based on formative
evaluation

Meetings

ARPIL 1978

Develop nonbroadcast materials
for theme 17-DRAFT

Revise nonbroadcast materials
for theme 14 based on formative
evaluation.

Revise nonbroadcast materials
for theme 15 based on formative
evaluation

MAY_19_78

Develop nonbroadcast materials
for theme 18.

Develop nonbroadcast materials
for theme 19

Meetings

3.39

4 9

*
ICS DAYS AMS DAYS
NEEDED NEEDED

10

7 1/2

20

10
5

(5 art)

(5 art, 5

paste up)

7 1 2 10 (5 art,
5 paste up)

5

30 45 (15 art,
10 paste up

10 20 (5 art)

7 1 2 10 (5 art,
5 paste up)

7 1/2 (5 art,
paste up

10 20 (5 art)

10 20 (5 a -t)

5 5

25 45 10 art)



Exhibit 3.8: continued)

TASK

UNE 1978

ICS DAYS
NEEDED

AMS DAYS
NEEDED

Develop nonbroadcast materials
for thethe 20

Revise nonbroadcast materials
for theme 16 based on formative
evaluation

Revise nonbroadcast materials
based for theme 17 on formative
evaluation

Meetings

JULY 1978

Revise nonbroadcast materials
for theme 18 based On formative
evaluation

kevise nonbroadcast materials
for theme 19 based on formative
evaluation

Revise nonbroadcast materials
for theme 20 based on formative
evaluation

Meetings

3.40

10

7 1/2

7 1/2

5

30

7 1/2

7 1/2

7 1/2

5

27 1/2

20 art)

10 (5 ar
S paste up)

10 (5 a t
5 paste up)

5

45 (15 art,
10 paste up

10 (5 art,
5 paste up)

10:(5 art,
5 paste up

'10 (5 art,
S paste up)

5

35 (15 1,
15 paste _p_



RESEARCH AND EVALUATION

Research and evaluation activities for the Parent Education

Television Project are integral parts of the production of the

television series and corollary materials. The Consortium develop-

ing the series has taken the approach that formative research and

evaluation are crucial to the success of any materials produced.

The word "formative" implies that the research and evaluation

activities will provide input into the "formation" of materials.

Indeed, for this project, the Research and Evaluation team has been

involved, from the very beginning of project work, in, the'develop-

ment processes. Formative research and evaluation are not separate -,

entities from each other nor from program development. All project

activities are geared toward the production of a .high,quality

television series which provides valuable learnings for the intended

audience. Specifically the research and evaluation effort will be

designed to serve the following purposes:

Ascertaining the topics that are the highest
importance and interest to' the audience.

Determining the.approaches and elements of each
program that will have the maximum appeal to the
audience (and thereby reinforce their decision to
watch each program.)

4.1
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Determining the program elements and approaches
that will be most effective for the learning of
the audience.

Determining, while there is still the capability
to revise materials, the appeal and effectiveness
of the programs/segments.

In addition to the above objectives, the Research and Evaluation

effort for the Parent Education Television Project includes a major

task, slightly separate from the other formative research activities,

which is a National Needs Assessment Study for Educational Television.

Thelqeeds Assessment was an added portion of the original contract

and has two major objectives:

To determine the perceived needs of the American Public
for information about their role as parents; and

To determine where, in their overall daily experience,
they perceive the need for information about or assistance
with social, health or educational problems.

The research and evaluation strategy for the development of

the series will be formative and dynamic in nature. Eadh new idea

and finding will be reviewed and researched carefully before being

incorporated into production. This chapter presents the plan for

the research and evaluation tasks. It is divided into several

sections:

4.1 Definition of formative research and evaluation

4.2 Overall research and evaluation model

4.3 Pre-production formative research and evaluation

4.4 Interim production formative research and evaluation

4.5 Draft stage formative research and evaluation

4.6 Year II (full-scale series production) formative -e-search
and'evaluation

4.7 Needs Assessment Survey

4.8 -Research-and- evaluation- team-planning procedures

4.9 Management of research and evaluation

4.2



4.1: DEFINITION OF FORMATIVE RESEARCH AND EVALUATION

Formative research and evaluation are designed, as described

above, to provide data for input into the decision-making processes

necessary to create the Parent Education Television Series. The

decisions arrived at must serve the purpose of developing quality

programs for the series to be successful. Criteria for good pro-
gramming are:

Appeal to the audience

Effectiveness of teaching

Consistency of approach

* Relevance to format

Aesthetic quality

Standards for meeting these criteria will be set in each

decision-making stage by the staff, the Office of Education, and

Program Review Board, as their input is appropriate, and, ultimately,

by the audience. The setting of the standards and the application'

of them to materials are formative research and evaluation activities.

ForMative research refers to infOrmation gathering tasks which feed

into initial decisions and ongoing production-related development

requirements (such as increasing in-depth knowledge of audience

characteristics

Individual research or evaluation s udies,will have varying

purposes and objectives depending on the particular needs for

information. Generally speaking, however, the research objectives

will consist of the following, or variations of the following:

To obtain information related to the style/content of
the programs most appropriate to the target audience.

To determine if various programs segments are'appealing
to the audience.

To determine whether various programs/segments_effectively
teach the attitudinal learning objectives to the audience.

To determine whether various programs/segments effectively
teach the desired knowledge and skill learning objectiNes
to the audience.

4.3
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To determine if any unanticipated (desirable or un-
desirable) outcomes have been generated by the various
programs/segments.

To determine if any changes are recommended, based on
-research, to the programs/segments.

To develop/discuss program characteristics with the
target audience.

The particular purposes (objectives) of individual research and

evaluation tasks' will be expressed in terms of the important

questionsrequiring investigation by the staff. Prior to discussing

the specific studies planned, it is useful to describe the overall

formative reSearch model developed for this project. Section 4.2

presents this model. Section 4.3 details the approach to specific

research and evaluation studies.

4.2: OVERALL RESEARCH AND EVALUATION MODEL

The process of formative research and evaluation is interaction

among the production activities and staffs,during production of

materials. Interface occurs.at three mafor times during production -

during the pre-development stage when goals and objectives, instruc-

tional and programming approaches and content are being planned and

researched; in the interim stages yhen materials are still evolving

andmay still be tentative or in very rough form; and, in the final

stages. when the materials have been essentially completed, but

require "testing" to assure their fulfillment of the objectives.

In each of these stages the activities of the research and evaluation

staff focus on providing data to the production process. These

data contribute'to the making of decisions during the entire creative

process. Throughout that process, a list can be made (which, of

course, will be modified as the process continues) of particular

times that empirical data are needed by the producers to assist them

in making decisions as to the direction the materials are taking.

For the Parent Education Television Project, the situations where

such data are needed are referred to as decision points.

4. 4
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4.2 Decision Points

Decision points are those times, either specific or long

term, where a particular strategy or concept must be finalized or

formalized, and a conscious decision to go in one direction or

another is made. For example, one major decision point is the

selection of a title. At some specific date a conscious decision

to decide on the title for the series will be made. On the

other hand, formative research also involves defining, describing

and understanding the target audience. Target audience research,

continues throughout the life of the project. Promotion and other

activities depend on up-to-date knowledge about the audience. De-

cisions made concerning the target audience and its relationship, to

productions are not clear-cut points on a timeline; rather, increasing

knowledge about the audience may often modify certain materials in

subtle ways, not readily detectable when they occur.- Decision points

in the pre-production stage often take the form of development of know-

ledge or skills as opposed to selecting a direction out of several

alternatives.

Formative research and evaluation, then, are designed to provide

the information Which help, along with the creative and technical

skills of the staff, to make decisions in the production of the

series. They interact with production in various ways and at

various times, related to the three main stages of production:

pre-production, interim production (rough or draft stages);.and

final draft. The data provided by the research and evaluation

staffs may affect decisions to revise materials, to take new

approaches and actions regarding.production, and, for the less well-

defined decision points, to modify current actions and approaches.

The interaction of formative research and evaluation and the production

of materials is described in the remainder of this section. Exhibit

4.1 presents a schematic overview of the formative research and
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evaluation model. Specific research approaches are presented in

Section 4.3.

4.2.2: Pre oduction Formative Re--arch a_d Evaluation

During the pre-production stages for each program in the Parent

Education Television Project, the research and evaluation staff
participated in Most of the decision-making concerning the Con-

sortium's approach to programming. This has involved assisting
in the developmentof project goals and objectives theme selection,
format discussions, and general planning activities. A significant
portion of time was spent in research regarding the target audience

and planning pf stages for interaction with the audience through
out the project.

For the project planning period which has been completed,

and as part of the planning for each individual program in the

series as well as other materials, the research and evaluation

team has performed and will participate in the following tasks:

Specifying goals and objectives

Researching and understanding target audience

Generating of ideas

Developing content research

Developing approach to teaching/curriculum

Developing approach to programming

During these tasks, the researchers participate in the dis-

cussions and decisions being made. This process facilitates a two-

way exchange of valuable information with other team staffs. The

researchers provide the insights of evaluation and research

experience (as well as their personal insights) into the design of

curriculum, the understanding of the target audience, and the

general projett conceptualization. Evaluators also may be able

to provide a somewhat external, informed review of materials from

4.7
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an objective standpoint. At the same time, his/her participation

in these activities, allows the evaluator to learn: the instruc-

tional and creative approach of other staff; the substance and

intent of materials and the objectives and viewpoints of the entire

staff. This knowledge-1441 enable the research and evaluation

'team to develop, 011ect and provide data and_analysis pertinent

to-the aims of production and development staffs.

4.2. . Interim Production Research and Evaluation

The purpose of conducting evaluative research during productdon-

is to be able to influence decisions about the materials at a time

when empirical data can be utilized efficiently to modify the

materials. Reactions to materials by the target audience at

points at which the materials are in rough form can

often assist the producers in their edit/revision tasks, so

that'production is not interrupted significantly, and that the

evaluation results can be implemented before the materials are

so far along that to do so would be too costly.

Formative evaluation of materials,-can be begun in the most

tentative preliminary stages and proceed through ,all processing.

This applies to film activities (where research, can be implemented

long before the production activities begin, (e.s., in script

development) and non-broadcast materials. Points for evaluative

input include, but are not limited to:

Approach to theme selection

Approach to format

To host

'To families

To drama

To'documentaries

To the.entire concept,

Approadh to marketing

Style/appeal

e of broadcasting-public or commercial
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Content

Teasers

Approach to tone-overall message of series

Approach to non-broadcast materials

Content

Style/appeal

Educational content development

baseline knowledge and-Yelationship to
"ceiling" effect of preSenting things
already known to the audience

maintenance of culture-free approach
where possible

communication of the intended message

striking balance.between child-development
related messages and how-to-cope messages.

The overall approach of the research and evaluation staff is not

to judge the materials, and not to hold accountable in a manage-

ment sense the production staffs. Rather, it is to research the

cause and effect of good instruction and good programming and

to help the production staffs to im0.ement the suggestions the

research supports in improving the programs/materials. All

formative research studies will be designed to elicit, information

on how to make things more effective, on why thing do or do not

work, and on whether they do or do not work.

4.2.4: Research and Evaluation of Draft Material

Previous-stages of research have been intended to feed into

the production process. The pieces, even when .strung together

informally before the final version is ready, are not the

product. The ultimate objective for evaluative research is to

create a quality television program. This program is more than

the sum of its parts. Formative product evaluation is a necess-

ary, and vital .stage in the evaluation process. Two types

of tests are necessary in the pilot stage: laboratory tests building
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on the materials testing; and field tests concentrat ng on the ccn-

sumer reception of the programs in situations simulating actual

airing of the series as closely.as is possible.

4.2.5: Approach to Research and Evaluation

Research and evaluation occurs where there is a need to

obtain information. The first step, obviously is to formulate

a question to be investigated. Eall decision point is resolved by

a series of questiona;-whose answers, will provide data contri-

buting to the decision. From here, it follows that a strategy by

Which the information will be gath6red needs to be designed and

recorded. Below are listed the steps required in designing a re-

search and evaluation study for the project. Two things are

necessaryto succesaful effotts - involvement af-the team for whom

the'research is being performed in all phases.of the study; and

a complete understanding on the part of the staff designing the

study to the project goals being addressed (that is, the research

always should facilitate project gtowth towards its goals)-.

For each decision point a series of tasks must be performed.

In most cases this will be outlined at least jointly among

content, production and evaluation staffs, with community outreach

where appropriate (where production of promotion materials,

selection of respondents, materials, etc. are involved). These'

will then be fully developed by evaluation staff with input from

other participants. The tasks are:

1. Formulate the Questions to be Investigated

The first step in any research.or evaluation task is

to carefully formulate the purposes of the task. Objectives must

be clear enough so that there is no misunderstanding on the part

of the researcher as to what is being measured OT investigated.

From a practical standpoint, for the types of research to be

4.10
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conducted in this project, it seems useful to always,state the

research task in terms of a question. If the producer wants re-

search about the host selection, for example, s/he will be able

to get more useful information as a result of the research-if s/he

can focus the needs more directly if asking, "What celebrity woUld

have the most credibility asthe host/guide in an instructional

segment," than if simply demanding "information about the Host."

2. TdenUfy the_ Project _coals Being fi_t_ddressed

While this step may'appear redundant with the previous

step, it is an important step to take at the Same time as the

research questions are being formulated. That is, how the specific

research activity is related to the project's full scope. By

stopping to consider this relationship prior to the research

activity, the staff will develop a clear-indication of-the way in

which project success will be affected by the task. Also, a'

secondary purpose of any...research or evaluation activity will be

to provide information to several basic, overriding research

questions crucial to all project tasks.

1. What goals are realistid?-

2 What is baseline level of knowledge?

3. What should be the balance between child/family
development and coping strategies for themes?

4. What is length of learning retention?

S. What kinds of content or treatment are most likely
to elicit following discussion?

6. What types of materials appeal?

7. What existing programs are liked?

8. What themes are important?

9. What combinations of television forms work?

10. What approaches might the audience ,find condescending?

11. What approaches might mislead the audience?

12. How effective is audience self measure?

13. How do performers rate?

14. What air times are best?

4.11
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15. What segments are best.

16. How does our film rate in learning with others?

17. What is optional information intensi y?

18. What is optional format arrangement?

19. What should host do?

20. What qualities should host have?'

In addition, many of these overall questions will be the

prime subjects of individual itudies at various points in the

project.

3. Define Va iables

Once the research questions and potentials have been

.
-specified to the satisfaction of the researchers and the production

staff, the variables to be measured or researched can be stated

simply, and defined.

4. Ideidents
Once it is understood what is to .be researched, the type

of respondents and/or information (e.g., library search) will be

specified. When audience participation in this process is required,

careful consideration will be given to the characteristics

particularly Useful for the research problem. For example, the

script writers may be interested in reactions of a group which

have very similar characteristics to the family-being highlighted

in our draMatic segments. Here, we would be testing for the realism

and believability of the family to people in similar circumstances.

At the same time, however, it is not.desirable to develop five

families, each of which appeals to the segment of the audience it

resembles most but not to audiences similar to the other families.

Thus, the study design will include a miXed audience group at some

point to determine if the materials appeal more "universally.

The approach to identifying the respondents for each

s udy will include discussions between the research and evaluation

4.12
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staff and members of the production team and the community outreach

team appropriate to the task. The planning for.community outreach

activities for recruiting respondents is described in Chapter 4 in

this report. The Research and Evaluation Team Manager will be

responsible for coordination with the Community Relation Team, and

for ensuring that the research/evaluation studies are balanced with

respect to utilizing audiences with different characteristics It

would'beself-defeating for the entire teamis activities if its

work did n.ot feed back Ultimately into the decisions appropriate

to the entire target audience.

5. Design_Researdh/Evaluation P otocol

Crucial to the investigation of the research ques ion is

the approach to measurement or study of the variables. For literature

(or other material), searches, the researchers will be expected

to-design a systematic plan of operation so that all appropriate

materials can be identified and reviewed. Many times, as has been

true for the target audience research, this will involve a lot of

contact with various experts by telephone and mail and, verhaps, in-

person visits. Other types of research may include site visits

to other, similar pro 6cts.
,

For-studies that involve interaction with the target

audience foreither research or evaluation purposes, a protocol

will be designed for each audience contact. Thus, if researching

the parent information needs of a group, a discussion agenda will

be prepared. For an evaluation of changes in attitude due to program/

segment/material, an attitude instrument will be developed. To de-

termine appeal, an observation measure such as a social interaction

scale or a program analyzer scale could be used. Often, a series of

measures will be appropriate.

As for other tasks in the research approach the Research and

Evaluation Team Manager and members of the team whose work is being

studied will review and react to the measure.
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6. Implement_Study Protocol

Upon approval of the study protocol, the research team

conducting the study will confirm the need for respondents, the

characteristics desired and the date, place and time of the meeting.

Staff members will arrange for their own attendance and/or that of

other staff members. Any:training of staff to implement the protocol

will also be arranged at this point Researchers will ensure that

provisions for recording meetings either tape or hard copy) are

made.

7. Anal-ze Results

Analysis will depend on the nature of the study, the time

frame, and the requirements for data. In some cases the producers

will require only raw data, or a tape recording; in others, analysis

may include comparison of data or con ent analysis of a discussion/

interview.

The 'specification of the type of analysis and the plan for

analysis will be a necessary part of the study design reviewed

prior to,implementation of the study. Results may indicate the

need for further types of analysis and,: if so, modifications may

be made.

8. Form Conclusions

The researcher/evaluator will, as a part of the study

activity and analysis, and in combination with previous experience

and knowledge, gain insights into the conclusions that may be

made from the information collected. The importance of the

empirical base for this process cannot be underestimated; however,

neither can the intuitions of the researcher, who has familiarity

with the project Thus, many of the conclusions may be generated by
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a combination of the empirical and creative experiences of the

researcher. As a general rule, researchers will be expected to

provide their estimate of the reliability and, generalizability

their findings to project activites.

9. Develop Recommendations

This step will be one that, as much as any other, will re-

quire.the Cooperative input of the researcher and the producer. The

study conclusions will indicate whether adjustments have tO be

made in the development of ideas, or in the design of materials. The

nature of the changes indicated by the data will require the careful

consideration of the findings by the staff in order that recommendations

which are made will result in'the correction of any problems encountered.-

As with the conclusions, the researcher, producer and project manage-

ment require a clear..understanding of the degree of reliability of

the recommendations and their utility in helping tO achieve project

success.

10. Revi
.

sions Qualit Control

When data result in recommendations for changes to be

made, the production staff will make the necessary arrangments. The

reSearch and evaluation staff will cooperate in these activities,

guiding the implementation of changes to ensure that they are appro-

priate to the recommendations.

The above steps may be applied to. research and evaluation

activities generally expected to be appropriate to the Parent

Education Television Project. In many cases, some steps may.not be

appropriate or necessary, e.g., literature searches or interviews

with ihdividuals. The next sections of this report will discuss

application of this approach to investigations currently under way

or expected shortly. Section 4.3 discusses the pre-production

formative research and evaluation activities; Section 4.4 presents

the plan for designing interview production research and evaluation;

and Section 4.5 describes the plan for designing research and for

evaluation of draft materials (pilot and field testing). Exhibit 4.2

presents a list of decision points and preliminary research concepts.
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EXHIBIT 4.2: RESEARCH PLAN

PRODUCTION STAGE

DECISION POINTL_j

TE-PRODUCT1ON

Coals and Objectives

Definition

target Audience Research

lha Pretesting and

ievelopment

format

themes

programming approach

teaching approach

EVALUATION PURPOSE

UESTIONS OF IMPORTANCIL

TO DETERMINE WHAT THEY ARE

1. Aro they realistic?

2, Are they measurable?

Are they representative

of the Project's scope?

4. Are they representative

of audience's needs?

TO LEARN.ABOUT ITS NEEDS,

CHARACTERISTICS, STYLE

I. What are their experi-

ences?

. What Ahings, styles, etc

appeal to them?

3, What do they want to

knew?

4, What do they feel/knew

about parenting?

!XPLORATORY TO OBTAIN

PROGRAMMING IDEAS

1, Appeal

2, Value to learning

3. Teaching effectiveness

4, Credibility

S, Acceptability of ideas;

mode of communication

6, Audience expectations

TYPE OP OATA REFRE4

RbSPONOONT TYPE

DOCUMENTATION

I, Literature

2, Expert (staff ; advisors

REACTION TO SCOEMA

Expert (especially Pro.

gram Review Board)

. Target AudienCe

OVERALL PATTERNS

I. Literature

2. Market Research De a

. sample lifestyle

- sample materials

IMPRESSIONISTIC

1. Target Audience

discussions

IMPRESSIONS

1. Target Audience

discussions

Z. Questionnaire

3. Andienco/Staff viewiug

of alternate approaches

4, Staff taput

S. Advisory inpnt

SCHE)ULE

Specified in beginning of

project; revisions as

appropriate/needed.

THROUGHOUT PROJECT,

EMPHASIS IMPORTANT IN EARLY
STAGES,

THROUGHOUT FIRST PROJECT

YEARJ ESPECIALLY

6 6



EXHIBIT 4,2: (Continued)

PRODUCTION,STAcE EVALNATION PURPOSE

DECISION POINTS QUESTIONS OF IMPORTANCE

INTERIM PRODUCTION

Titles

Script Preparation

0 family characteristics

treatments

scripts

Non.hreadcast Materials

Parent package

Discussion leader package

Premotioaal package

TO DETERMINE. TITLE

1.' Whnt will motivate

people to watch?

. What hest conveys

project message?

TO DETERMINE APPEAL, APPRO-

PRIATENESS, AND EFFECTIVENES

OF MATERIALS

1, AT8 they realistic?

2. Ate they effective

teaching?

._. Do they help meet

objectives?

, Are they liked?

S. Do they motivate

learning?

TO DETERMINE APPEAL, APPRO-

PRIATENESS, AND EF)1tVENUSS
OP MATERIALS

I. Are they useful?

2. Are they effective given

their objectives?

. Are they liked?

Do they motivate

learning?

TYPE OF DATA REQUIRED

RESPONDENT TYPE

APPEAL

1. Target Audience

preference

, Stuff/creative preference

REACTIONS

1. Staff'

2. Target Audience

- Discussions

Destiennaires

- Observation(?)

REACTIONS

1. Staff

2. Target Audience fer each

item

. Discussions

nestionnaires.

- Experience with using

materials

SCHEDULE

NEEDED AS SOON AS POSSIBLE

NO SET DATE

FOR PILOTS - FIRST WEEK IN

DECEMBER FOR SERIES AS

PRODUCED,

Approximately 2-3 per month.

PARENT GUDE FOR PILOTS . MAY

DISCUSSION GUIDE FOR PILOTS .

MAY

PARENT GUIDE FOR SERIES -

WINO 1977

DISCUSSION GUIDE FOR SERIES

SPRING 1977

PROMOTIONAL MATERIALS AS

PRODUCED



EXHIBIT 4.2: (Continued)

PRODUCTION STAGE

DECISION POINTS

Style

Graphic Approach

Music(?)

Casting

Characters

Host

Rough Cuts

- Teasers

- Family Dramas

Host

. Documentary

. Whole program - if possible

(by combining unfinished

scouts)

EVALUATION PURPOSE

TO DETERMINE APPEAL-

1, Do they enhance

materials? ,

2, Do they detract from

effectiveness?

TO DETERMINE APPEAL, BELIEV-

ABILITY

1. Are personalities

accepted, believed?

Are they liked?

TO DETERMINE APPEAL', QUALITY,

TEACHING EFFECTIVENESS

QUESTIONS FOR AUDIENCE

1. What did you learn?

2. Did you like it?

TYPE OF DATA REQUIRED

RESPONDENT TYPE

REACTIONS

1. Creative

2. Observation of Target

Audience

REACTIONS

1, Audience Observatia

2, Wince selection of

favorites in comparison'

3! Would you like to see the

whole show?/Would you

like to see it again?

. fiat ether themes would

you like to know?

S. What is most important

thing about parenting?

6. Would you want to see

another show in the

series?

7. Did the program present

any ideas new to you?

. Do you have some of the

4ame prohlemS?

REACTIONS

1, Staff'

2. Audience_Observatio'ns

.. behavior

attitudeluestions

...cognitive questions..

dicussion session

4

SCNEOULE

AS PRODUCED

FOR PILOTS AND HOST DEC%
DER, JANUARN

FOR SERIES - JULY, AUGHT,

1977

FOR PILOTS JANUARY, FUBRU-

ARY, MARCII

FOR SERIES - SEPTEMBER 1.977

SPRING, 1978
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EXHIBIT 4.2: (Continued)

DRA

PRODUCTION STAGE

DECISION POINTS

EVALUATION PURPOSE

QUESTIONS OF IMPORTANCE

TYPE OF DATA REQUIRED

RESPONDENT TYPE

,

TO DETERMINE APPEAL, QDAL1TY,

TEACHING EFFECTIVENESS

QUESTIONS FOR AUDIENCE

(cont.)

9. What did you like about

the characters? Dislike?

10. What did you remember

the most?

1 . Fur teasers - what did

they say? What would

you expect to see after

heariug them?

12. For whom do you think

this program was

intended?

13. Was the information

useful?

14, Mild you tuna in to PE-

to sue this?

15. How successful do you

think this series will

be?

.

_ ----___

,

,

FI STAGE

Pilot Test

TO DETERMINE IMPACT, APPEAL,

EFFECTIVENESS OF PROGRAMS AS

WHOLE

(see above)

AUDIENCE REACTIONS

1. Audience Observations

, behavior

cognitive

.. attitude

discussion

MAY, 1977

islons hosed ou Pilot

is

QUALITY CONTROL

.

LIMITED AMOUNT OP REACTIONS TUNE, 1977

--



XHIBIT 4-2: (Conti ied)

PRoDUCTION STAGE
DECISION POINTS_

ield Test

EVALUATION PURVOSE
_QUESTIONS OF IMPORTANCE

TO DETERMINE IMPACT, APPEAL,
EFFECTIVENESS OP PROGRAMS
ENDER BROADCAST CONDITIONS

(see audience (luestion
list)

TYPE OF DATA REQUIRED
RESPONDENT TYPE

REA_CTIONS

Audience Observations
(in home and group)

behavior

cognitive
.. attitude

.. discussion

mailed questionnai cs
.. telephone

questionnaires

IIIIJJJII

JULY SEPTEMBER, 1977



4.3 PRE-PRODUCTION FORMATIVE RESEARCH

Several types of pre-production research have already been

or are currently in the process of being implemented for the Parent

Education Television Project. Although production is beginning

shortly for the pilot programs, many of the research activities

such as audience research, theme selection, etc. are such that they

are of continuing value to the series throughout production. Pre:

produc ion decision -oints include:

Goal and objective definition

Target audience research

Idea pre-testing and development

format

themes

programming approach

teaching approach

Much of pre-production research is by nature informal and

comparatively unstructured. This occurs for two reasons. First,

the research is oriented as much toward investigating new ideas as

toward getting audience reaction to the staff's ideas. Second,

much of the material developed to date by the staff would be in

the early formative stages. As such, there will only be descriptions

of the material and very little in the way of concrete examples.

To a large degree, these ideas will have been formed through the

creative abilities and experiences of the staff. They may be

difficult to describe to a lay audience and the audience may lack

the ability to react to the.material in a manner that presents a

valid measure of the idea's appeal as television programming.

This section presents examples of the approach of the Research

and Evaluation Team tow-,rd researching the pre-production decision

points.
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4.3.1:_ 13_11-2ETILIEAplasli _Research Design

The formulation of the approach to the design of the Parent

Education Television Series did not specifically center around the

ten research steps described in 4.2.5 above. Basically, this task was one

of creative decision making developed from discussion among the

staff and advisory personnel as well as the Office of Education.

However, the programming ideas were researched in a systematic

fashion and do represent a decision point in which the Research and

Evaluation team participated. The discussion below illustrates

how the research design contributed'to the decision making.

ose

There were two major questions facing the designers of the

programmatic approach. First, what would be,the best way of

presenting the curriculum to the target audience? Second, what

programming approach would attract and hold the largest portion of

the target audience?

4.3 1 Project Goa s of Interest

The appeal and effectiveness of the series are the key project

-goals affected by this decision.

4.3-1 Define Variables

The variables' for this decision point were the p-ogram elements

and the program goals.

4.3.1.4: Identify Respond_nts

This decision point involved a complex series of research

tasks and also respondents. Respondents included:

Creative staff, research staff and management

Office of Education

Consultants

Program Review Board

Parents' Advisory Panel

4



Other members of the target audience

Resources

Children'S Television Workshop and staff and
research materials

Other programs for review by staff

Literature

4. 1 n Research and E a uation Proto ol

No formal protocol was ever developed for this decision point,

but the staff were aware of the need for a diversified and exhaustive

approach. Thus, a series of activities was undertaken:

Staff research, creative attempts

Consultation with advisory personnel to g ideas
and reactions

Discussion with audience members to get reaction

Review of other attempts at the same thing

Review lof similar approaches to programs

Reaction by educators, film makers, parent education
experts

Literature search

1 6 -nt Stud- Protocol

Research into the programming approach began prior to the

development of the proposal and will be a topic of interest through-

out the project, although, for the most part the format (although

not the specific definition of the elements) has been ooMpleted at

the time of this writing. During the first two project months

there was a. large number of meetingS between the staff and either

consultants or target audience representatives, as well as specific

research into resource materials.

4 .7: Anal ze Resul

For this step and the remaining ones the Research and Evaluation

Team participated only peripherally, as reactors and not analyzers

of data. -he specific purpose of research was to provide information,

for the de_'tsion, but not to make specific recommendations, except
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as participants in the above listed. tasks. It is anticipated

that all formative research conducted on the pilots will be, in some

part, relevant to the further refining of the programming approach.

4.3 Theme Selectipn for Pilots-Research Desisr_j_

The research/evaluation for theme selection for the pilots was

somewhat more definitive in nature than that for the programming

approach, however it was also an informal and loosely structured

design. The major components of this research were library-expert

input and target audience perceived needs for information. This

section describes the approach utilized.

4 2 1. S-eci-- Research/Evaluation Purpose

The major objective of theme selection was to create a list

of themes both representative of the needs of parents and children

and important enough for treatment in a series limited to

20 programs, and to select three themes for the pilot pro-

grams.

Specify Project Goals_of Interest

The meeting of parents' need for information is the key project

goal of interest, al.though the themes selected al'o have to contribute

to the series success, appeal and effectiveness.

4 Define Variables

The variables for this decision point are the themes.

This deCiSion point involved several categories of respondent:

Staff, especially development and production

Office of Education

Program Review Board

Parents Advisory Panel
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Target audience members

Literature and other resources

4.3.2.5: Desi n Research/Evaluation Protocol

Again, a formal research protocol was not designed for this

research topic, but a systematic approach to meetings and 1 terature

materials was attempted.

From a list of over 80 theme ideas the twenty program themes

were isolated. Although all twenty were not intended to be finalized

until after production of the pilots, it was felt to be important to

state them preliminarily at the time of pilot selection to be assured

that the pilot themes had relevance to the overall series. Theme

ideas and selection were based on these criteria.

Specific tasks assOciated with the theme selection included:

Staff research of literature/materials

Discussions with the Program Review Board

Discussions with members of the target audiences

Reactions of OE, consultants, other experts

4.32.6: Irn.lement St d Protocol

Research into the selection of themes began during the first

project weeks, with initial emphasis on learning objectives. :Theme

selection for the pilot programs was essentially completed by the

second meeting of the Program Review Board, when the themes were

approved. Frequent interaction with the target audience during

the first several project months, including initial work on the

Needs Assessment Survey in the form of group focus interviews,

validated the selection prior to and after the theme approval.

4. 2.7: Anal ze Re ults

Theme selection was justified by the Development Team's pre-

paration of rationales of each for presentation to 'the Review Board.

As with the programming decision, the Research and Evaluation Team

participated in the decision making but did.not present a report of

the process. This research has been further expanded upon in

Chapter 3 of the Planning Report submitted to the Office of Education

on October 29, 1976.
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4.4: INTERIM PRODUCTION FORMATIVE RESEARCH

Interim Production is that period in which mate-ials are being

formed - but are not yet put together. Materia _ at this stage

may be anything from an abstract idea as in pre-production research,

to a completed film segment which is only waiting for last minute

editing in order to be incorporated into the program. This section

will describe examples of studies being planned for Interim Production

decision points. Currently planned decision points include:

Materials development

Treatment/family characteristics

Scripts

Non-broadcast materials

Graphic approach

Promotion

Title

Casting

host

families

- other

Film rough cuts

Objectives attainment

4.4.1: Host/esS Decision Point

The following discussion reviews a series of tasks planned and

currently in progress required to research the host/ess decision point.

The study process was initiated due to the need expressed by EFC

for empirical data on target audience host/ess preferences in order

to make a decision regarding the type of host/ess and the specific

host/ess appropriate to the series. EFC staff and the Research and

Evaluation (R&E) team met to discuss the purpose of the inquiry, the

type of information required, and the timelines involved. Close

interaction between EFC and the RU team is required at all steps in

the process.
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4.4.1. Formulate Questions

The following questions for investigation were developed follow-

ing initial interactions with parents (which illustrates the additive,

or cumulatiVe, nature of formative evaluation) and interactions

between EFC and the RU team:

What general type of person is most acceptable to the
target audience as a host/ess an entertainer, an
actor/actress, an authority from a parenting-related
academic field, a counselor, a doctor, a journalist,
etc

What criteria does the target audience use for host/ess
acceptability?

What would the target audience like to see the host/ess
do - definition of appropriate role

What type of host/ess and/or which specific host/ess
would draw them to the program initially?

o What type of host/ess and/or which specific host ess
would make the program most credible/believable?

Ts the host/ess perceived as critical to the program?

Of the potential host/esses, which do the target
audiencesprefer?

Identif Pro'ect Goals Bein Addresed

The major relevant project goal to this study is appeal,

believability, and credibility of the series.

4.4.1.3: Define Variables

The relevant variables for this decision point are host/ess

type, specific host/ess, and host/ess role.

4,4.1. Identify Respondents

Respondents for this study will include several small groups

of 17-25 year old parents and prospective parents. Completion of

the groups will be systematically varied by race and approximate

income level or occupational level. 'Small groups that are used to

gather data on other decision points may be simultaneously 'used to

research host/ess preferences.
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4.4.1.5: Desi n Research/Evaluation Protocol

The method'. that will be used to gather data on host/ess pre-

ferences is small-group discussion centered around the previously

defined questions. After the purposes and anticipated format of

the series are explained to a group of participants, the list of

questions can be used as a discussion guide. A few additional

methods may be used with some groups to elicit preferences f6r

specific host esses:

A video tape cons_sting of short appearances of various
potential host/esses (taped from television programs
or films) may be shown to a group, and the group will
subsequently be asked to rank the host/esses in order
of preference and discuss the reasons for their
preferences.

Pictures of potential host/esses may_be shown to a
group, accompanied by descriptions of the host/hostess
background, and the group will be asked to rank the
host/esses in order of preference and discuss the
reasons for their preferences.

4.4.1.6: Impl_emnt_Study_Frotocol

During late November and the first two weeks of December,

meetings with several (3-4) small groups of respondents will be

required; such meetings will be arranged by the community outreach

team. One member each of the community outreach team and RU teams

and one EFC staff member will attend. All required data will be

collected at these meetings. Material requirements include a discussion

agenda, and may possibly include a video tape of potential host esses

or pictures and descriptions of potential host/esses.

-4 4 1 7: Arrange Results

Data analysis will consist, primarily, of a qualitative analysis

of the preferences for host/ess type and'or specific ho$,t/esses that

emerged from the group discussions. Additionally,_a quantitative

rank-ordering of preferences in both areas will be developed when

all group discussions are completed.

A
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4.4.1._8: Form Conclusions

Based on the results of data analysis, the RU team will form

conclusions regarding the type of host/ess the participants preferred

and the specific host/esses that were most highly favored.

4.4.1.9: Develop Recommendations

Based on the conclusions, the RU team will offer reCommendations

to the production staff concerning the direction to take in selecting

a ho.Lt ess for the series. Recommendations will be made about the

type of person the host/ess should be, and may be made concerning

specific individuals.

4.4.1.10: Revisions/Quality Control

The RU staff will participate in discussions with the p oduction

staff concerning host/ess decisions, and the production staff will be

responsible for acting on the recommendations of the RU staff.

4.4.2: Famil Characte istics and Treatment Decision Point

The treatments and family characteristics will be tested

simultaneously since they are highly interrelated and, also, they

will be made available to the RU team at the same time. The pre-

liminary process for this decision point was similar to the process

for the host/ess decision point: EFC expressed the need for target

audience reaction to these components that the writers had developed,

and the production staff and the RU team met to discuss the informa-.

tion requirements and related process.
n2

4.4.2.1: Formulate_ Questions

The following questions were developed following initial inter-

action between the production staff and the RU team. The questions

will be directed toward only one family and accompanying treatment

at a time.
Q

Does the target audience like/identify with the family?

is the family believr.ble and realistic?



Do audience members like a family with a background
dissimilar to their own as well as a family with a
similar background?

Are there any specific characteristics of the family that
should be changed?

Would the audience watch a television series about this
family? This family in this setting (treatment)?

Could this family be expected to encounter this problem/
situation?

What would they change about _the situation? What specific
details would they leav out/add?

What would they expect to learn from this family in this
situation?

How would they elaborate on the situation/conflict?

How would they translate this synopsis into a television
segment?

What would they like to hear/see after the dramatization?
.Summary of situation? Relevant theory? Tips? Advice?--

4.4. Identify Project Goals Being Addressed

Appeal and believability of approach

Appropriate learning

Realistic.dramatic sequences

4.4.2. Define Variables

The relevant.variables for this decision point are the family

characteristics, the problem/conflict the family encounters, the

fusion of the previous two variables, and the learning objectives.

4.4.2.4: Identif Res ondents

Respondents will include 3-4 groups of 17-25 year old parents

and prospective parents; attempts will be made toinclude participants

with backgrounds similar to the family/families.

. Design Research/Evaluation Protocol

The family characteristics and treatment will be described to

the group, and then discussion will be encouraged around the

previously-defined questions. That is, the questions will be used as

a discussion guide. If time permits a second set of family
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-characteristics and treatment_will be described to the group, and

the same questions will be used as a discussion agenda.

4.4 6 Im.lement Stud- P otocol

As soon as the treatments are available, the study will be

implemented (probably the last week of November). The groups will

have to be set-UP ahead of time, as the entire study must be

Completed within a few days after receipt of the treatment and

family characteristics packages. The group meetings will be

arranged by the Community Outreach team and will be scheduled

simultaneously, if possible. Each meeting will be attended by one

member each of the Community Outreach and RU team, and by a member

of the production staff, if desired. Material requirements include

a discussion agenda and family characteristics/treatment package.

4.4.2.7: Analy e Results.

Data analysis for this study will be entirely qualitative. A

report will be prepared following each meeting by the RU team member

in attendance that describes the group's reactions to the family

characteristics and treatment; the report will be an impression-

istic memo;

4.4.2.8 Form Conclusions

Based on the reactions of the participants, conclusions con-

cerning the appeal and believability of the families and the treat-

M6nts will be developed. In addition, respondents' recommendations

for change will be summarized.

4.4.2.9: Deyej_2p _Recommendations

Based on the conclusions, the RU team will offer recommendations

to the production staff concerning appropriate modifications to

either the family characteristiCs or treatments/situations. Alternately,

the recommendation may indicate that the fanilies and treatments are

appropriate as developed.
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4.2.10: Revisions/Quality Control

The RU team will participate in discussions with the producti n

staff concerning the further development of the families and the

treatments it is the responsibility of the production staff to act

on:the RU team's recommendations.

4.4.3: Title Decision Point

Although the selection of a title for the television series is

largely a creative decision, the production staff expressed the

desire for empirical data on target audience reaction to a number o

possible titles, and for additional suggestions for a title. The

research for this decision point is straightforward, and the process

_s discussed in the following section.

4.4 .1: Formulate Suestions

There are two major issues of concern in title selection: is

a possible title appealing in the sense that it captures attention

and interest, and is it appropriate to the series. Both questions are

related to the basic issue of whether the target audience likes the

title.

4.4.3.2: Identify Prqsct Goals Being Addresse

The project goal being addressed by this investigation is the

appeal and credibility of the series.

4.4.3. Define Variables

The only relevant variable is the title choice.

4.4.3.4: Identify Respo_n_dents

There are two potential sets of respondents for this decision

point. One set of respondents will include anyone that is able to

provide creative suggestions for possible titles; this group will

include the.Applied Management Sciences, ICS, and EFC staffs, aiid

other persons in contact with members of the RU team or the

production staff. The second set of respondents will include



small groups of 17-45 year old parents and prospective parents;

groups formed for research into other decision points will be used

to test possible titles and to elicit title suggestions.

4.4 5: Desi n R search/Evaluation Protocol

Two types of data-gathering techniques will be used. The purposes

of soliciting any possible ideas for an appropriate title, will be ex-

plained to participants who will simply be asked for their suggestions,

and the suggestions will.be collected by the RU team. This:Iwill be

accomplished in an informal manner. Secondly, when testing target

audience reactions to several contending titles that are pre-selected

by the production staff, participants will rank-order the titles in

order of preference. The criterion will be stated- likeability.

4.4.3.6: Im.lement Stud Protocol

The process of soliciting title suggestions will be conducted

in an ongoing inf6rmal manner by all members of the RU team and

production staf_ Also, any formal groups that are used to gather

data for other decision points will also be used to elicit title

suggestions. Secondly, the list of current "top-contending" titles

will be taken to all formal target audience group meetings, and the

participants will be asked to rank-order the titles; this process

will be repeated continually with all successive iterations of the

title list until such time when the production staff has sufficient

feedback to select a title for the series.

4.4.3.7: Analyze Results_

Data analysis for this process will be primarily qualitative,

consisting of providing suggestions and remarks to the production

staff. However, each list of possible titles that is formally tested

will be scored by assigning values to the rankings and summing

respondents' scores.
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4/4.3.8: Form Conclusions

Conclusions can only be formed in an impressionistic manner,

as title selection is a creative process. Base.d on the target

audience reactions to title suggestions that were pre-screened for

appropriateness by the production staff, the production staff will

choose a title for the series.

4.5: DRAFT STAGE FORMATIVE RESEARCH

Previous stages of production only approximate.the final product.

Formative research in those stages helps to mold the shape of the

product, but cannot truly evaluate the final product. Draft stages

allow a fine cut version of the television film - with all the

parts integrated into a whole, including music, sound effects and

broadcast quality film. For the pilot programs it is important

to study these stages intensively for:

Format (in actual practice, does it work?)

Meeting the objectives

Overall quality

Overall appeal

Audience receptivity

in order to ensure the final quality of the pilots and the

maximum input from the audience into the design of the full series,

two types of "testing" will be done on the program "drafts." First,

intensive laboratory testing building on the laboratory tests done

in the interim production stage will be implemented in two weeks in

early May 1977. The results of this testing will be incorporated

into revision to the pilots. Second, a limited broadcast-based

test will be implemented toevaluate the impact of the programs

under situations simulating actual viewing conditions for the

audience i.e., in-home viewing where possible.

This section describes the laboratory-based Pilot Test and

the broadcast-based Field Test.
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4.5 Pilot Tes-

Pilot testing refers to a very small, intense testing

of the pilot programs after they have been.completely edited and

represent the producers' conceptualization of the final product.

Pilot testing is the first time that a draft of the programs in

"as close to broadcast quality as possible" form is ready for

viewing. Because this is planned for the first weeks of May, 1977

and because any revisions must be made by the end of June, pilot

testing and analysis must be completed in no more than two or

three weeks. Thus, the entire staff of the research and evaluation

,team must be fully prepared to conduct the tests during the first

testing week and to analyze them by the second and develop recommenda-

tions immediately for any revisions.

The purpose of pilo:t_jtesting is to find out if the programs

work. Do they meet their educational objectives and do they also

appeal to the audience? Pilot testing will involve pen and paper,

observational, program analyzer and discussion activities, all

systematically varied among several groups vho will themselves be

of varied backgrounds and intorests. Non-broadcast materials, also

in final draft, will be tested in conjunction with the programs.

On a broader level, the purpose of evaluating,the pilots will

be to test the overall p -ogrammatic, instructional and creative

approaches to the series for its potential for success in the market.

Field testing (Section 4.5.2) will evaluate the programs under

broadcast conditions, but pilot testing is far more in-depth and requires

specific questions, done on,a strictly limited basis. This section

describes the approach to designing the pilot tests.

4.5.1.1: Formulate Questions

The purposes of pilot testing have been described above. The

questions for pilot research and evaluation include those listed in

Section 4.2 as well as specific decision point questions. However,

the key question will be - how well do the elements interact and

why?
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4.5.1.2:

of

Identi_L_TILject_Goals. of Intere_st

The major thrust of pilot testing is the appeal, and -redibility

_e programs.

4.5.1.3: Define Variables

The variables being measured in the pilot phase include:

Meeting of learning objectives

cognitive

behavioral

attitudinal

Mee ing of appeal-related objectives

level of interest in each part of program

overall reaction: like; didn't like, why

motivation to watch again

opinion of program elements

opinion of program content

Meeting of credibility-related objectives

4.5.1.4: Identifypondents

Respondents for pilot testing will include a heavy concentration

of members of the target audience, and a lesser number of

potential viewers (i.e., outside the age range). Specifically, we

will have at least one group each with backgrounds similarto those

of the pilot families and at least one high school class. Several

other mixed groups will also be required. The individuals recruited

will include many who have previously participated in formative

research and many who have never been involved

who will present fresh reactions and ideas.

with the series, and

4.5 5: _Desiga_Research/Evaluation Protocol

This step in the design of the pilot test will have the

objective of testing all relevant variables by a diversified series

of types of tests. While many television evaluators have had the

experience of high inter-correlation among audience measures, few
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have doubted the value of the different information each type

provides. The types of tests developed will include;

Paper and pencil

cognitive tests

attitude tests

reaction to programs

Observation

behavioral response to programs

40 level of attention to program segments

Program analyzer

Group interviews/discussions

45.1.6: im lement !,:q!ji_Protocol

The pilot tests will be implemented immediately upon receipt

of finished films from the Educational Film Center. Where possible

.the protocols will have been pretested and revised prior to this

period to save time (and energy) by avoiding measures found to be

unreliable.

4.5.1.7: Anal ze Results

Analysis and later steps will be performed as quickly as possible

in order to allow for maximum time for revisions prior to the field

testing in July/August. kevisions wi.11 be reviewed informally while

in process.
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Se_ction 4.5. Field T--tina

Although the use of laboratory techniques enables an evalua-

tion of viewer impact at close range, allows fast turnaround and

is valuable to the production stages of a television program,

such techniques will not give highly powerful data concerning the

effect the program will have in a "natural" setting. That is,

laboratory subjects will often view programs and program segments

under, what is for them, unusual circumstances. They will most

likely be brought to a place outside the home and may see shortened

versions of programs, pieces of programs, unedited segments, etc.,

and often in a group setting. Their reaction to what they see will

then be used in refining the program. This is a vital function.

However, two important questions cannot be answered in a laboratory

setting:

How well will the series and each program in it be
received by the public, especially our target
audience

Will the programs be succes ful enough to warrant
the expenditure of funds by OE for the full series?

Questions such as these may only be answered by testing the

impact of the programs (the three pilots) under conditions ap-

proaching, as closely as is possible, those the series will experience

when aired nationally.

Field testing will be implemented for this purpose because _t

is the only way to approximate the effects of the television series

pn the "viewing public". The disadvantage to this technique is that

there are many confounding variables intruding on each individual's

life each day affecting his/her decision to watch television and

select programs which may have nothing to do with the nature, quality

of promotion of a particular show. However, it is under those

circumstances that the series will ultimately have to suceed, so

the approach is valuable to measure.

Field testing will focus on two major objectives:
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To determine the appeal of the program for members of
the target audience.

To determine if the program had an effect on audience
learning.

The results of this stage of evaluation will assist the project

staff in revising the program to have the best possible impact in

terms of audience appeal and learning. The test will consist of

attitude items to measure appeal and affective learning, and cogni-

tive items. All items will focus on the extent to which project

objectives were met through a program that people are motivated to

watch.

A. Broadcast Sites

The field test will be conducted insix areas nationwide

which reflect the various types of places our target audience is

likely to live in. Cities/areas to be selected will have broadcast

capabilities to cover the following criteria:

1. Rural/urban (small market/large market) representativeness

2. Regional representatives

3. Representativeness of the population

The quality of six cities was decided upon because of the

need to ensure that all regions would be represented, while at the

same time a good spread of ethnic backgrounds and rural/urban areas

served by public broadcasting stations could be obtained. The

selection of sites also took into account the activities and involve-

ment of local television stations in community affairs. The six

cities selected are:

Washington, D.C.

Vermillion, S.D.

Los Angeles, Calif.

Bangor, Me.

Raleigh, N.C.

Chicagb Ill.

Population_Sample

There are two major problems affecting the sampling of viewers

for the field testing of the pilot programs. The first is that the
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question of most importance is: will the series appeal to parents

of young children and prospective parents. The second is, how

to implement a study with a minimal amount of exposure. This

second question is a consideration raised by our consultants and

Program Review Board members early in the project. That is, a

completely "open" broadcast which is well-publicized should not

be attempted with a product which is not intended to be final. The

Parent Education pilots will be field-tested with the understanding

that the results may well be incorporated in,program revisions;

thus, the test versions may present a false view of the actual

series. Because the field test will be separated from the full-

scale series broadcast by a period of at least one year, ahy

misperceptions of the field-test programs, especially any problems,

may persist among the residents of the market areas even while these

problems are being corrected. Thus, it will be invaluable to the

series promotion if as few people as possible beyond the test group

'were even to know of the fact that the programs were broadcast.

It is planned that the field test will consist of two parts,

in-homeviewing and group viewing, and a test of the non-broadcast

materials at the same time. Recruitment of test participants is

described in Chapter 5.

erimental De-i

Field testing will utilize a pretest-posttest design for the

survey of viewers. Procedures to be used include:

Requesting sample names from agencies contacted'.

Mail pretest to sample of-names obtained.

Mail non-broadcast materials to subgroup of sample.

Broadcast programs.

Meet with group vlewing sample.

Mail posttest telephone posttest.
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The Applied Management Sciences evaluation team will contact

each station manager after broadcast commitment has been approved

by the station to enlist his/her assistance in obtaining samples,

or the names of individuals to contact in enlisting the cooperation

of community agencies to obtain a sample of approximately 200-300

names to be drawn in each city (because we would like 100 people to

participate, an oversample will be drawn to account for non-

participants.) These persons will receive the pre-test, which,

except for some attitude items included on the posttest regarding

the television programs, will be an alternate form of the posttest.

That is, the questions will be somewhat different but the same

concepts will be included.

Approximately half of the pretest respondents will then

receive the non-broadcast materials which will be designed to

accompany the pilot programs. This will enable an examination

of how well the non-broadcast materials work with the programs.

Pilot programs will be broadcast and promoted as a "mini-

series", one program each week for three weeks. The staff *ill

set up group discussion meetings with parent groups and distribute

materials appropriate to these, including non-broadcast learning

materials and discussion guides. This will enable a field test

of these materials. Approximately 10-20 people may be expected

to attend each such meeting.

Immediately following the broadcast of each pilot one-third

of the pretest respondents will be telephoned and administered a

short ten-minute questionnaire on their attitudes and learning

affected by the program. A different one-third sample of the

respondents will be called after each program. This will enable

a test of the cumulative effect of the series among those who

have or have not viewed more than one of the pilots. The one-third

sample will be divided equally among recipients and non-recipients

of non-broadcast materials. It is anticipated that each telephone

survey wi11 involve 200 people (possibly 100 responss) within one
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hour of the broadcast of the program. This questionnaire will in-

clude a subset of the pretest questions to measure changes in

knowledge and attitude. In addition to the telephone survey,

respondents will be mailed a printed questionnaire to elicit their

comments in depth

The participants in group discussions -ill be asked in the

discussion about their impressions of the programs. Observation and

analysis of group discussions'will follow procedures developed on

a smaller scale for laboratory testing of group discussions. Several

of the groups will be asked to fill out the printed posttest survey

form prior to the beginning of the discussion. If appropriate, others

may be asked to complete the questionnaire after the discussion.

These procedures will be varied randomly. Exhibit 4.3 presents a

schematic diagram of the model to be utilized at each sample market

site.

Data Collection Procedures

In order to efficiently organize the data collection effort

for the field test, an organization plan for the survey will be

required. Briefly, the work will be monitored and responses will

be received at Applied Management Sciences' headquarters. Toll-

free lines will be instituted for the duration of pilot testing to

handle follow-ups and posttest phone calls.

Mailouts will be checked against the mailing list and the date

responses recorded on the master list. Any individuals not respond-

ing within two weeks will be telepholled. If no response is then

obtained, the individual will be droppcd from the sample. The goal

will be 100 responses in each site. If less than that number

respond after the telephone follow-up, substitutions will be sought.

Initial mailout of the pretest will take place approximately

six weeks before broadcast of the pilots. Once the mail=out has

been completed and telephone follow-ups begin, discreet promotional

activities for the pilots will begin. Promotion will be as intensive
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EXHIBIT 4. 3: FIELD TEST DESIGN
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EXHIBIT 4. (continued)
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an e..fort as possible within the project's budget and the require-

ment of discretion. Part of the promotional efforts will include

mail-out of pilot program non-broadcast materials to one-half of

the pretest respondents.

A final mailing list for future components of the survey

(non-broadcast materials, post-test calls and questionnaires)

will be collected from the finalipre-test sample. This list will

be used for coordinating the future activities and production

control. It will be organized by type of group - broadcast/non-_ . _

broadcast, and the pilot for which the individuals will be folloyed-
,

up. As questionnaires and/or telephone responses are 'received,

they will be edited and keypunched. EditorS and telephone inter-

viewers will be instructed in the details of the surveys prior to-

activities and will be responsible for developing legible, con-

sistent responses for analysis. All actions,taken with each form -

will be noted on the master Control list and reviewed by supervisors

to ensure both production and quality control.

Telephoning of pilot po-_test interviews may take place

either locally in the pretest site, or centrally from Applied

Management Sciences' headquarters. Post-testing will utilize

members of the edit team, who are already familiar with the survey

after having processed the pretest, and who have extensive experi-

ence in both telephone interviewing and follow-up telephone calls.

(These individuals will have made the non-response telephone calls).

Data Analysis__

Data analysis will involve comparisons of responses on

pre-tests with those obtained for each post-test. CompariSon

of demograhic data and level of knowledge and attitudes-may be

made on the third-pilot follow-up group to determine differences

among persons who watched any or all of the pilots. For analysis,

the following groups present themselves:
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received non-broadcast
materials

did not receive
materials

Pretest Post-Test Pretest Post-Test

1st pilot watched

2nd pilot
watched 1 pilot

watched 2 pilots

3rd pilot
watched 1 pilot

watched 2 pilots _

watched all

Cross tabulations on attitudeand knowledge tems with im-

portant demographic data will be run. Differences between pre

and posttest responses on similar items will be analyzed using

t-tests and analysis of covarianCe where ordinal data (test "scores"

are available) and correlations where nominal data are 'obtained.

The reactions to:each of the programs'will be looked at separately,

and the reactions of persons who had peen more than one or all

three programs would be analyzed to determine who are, the consistent

viewers and why. Important findings ofanalysis will be examined

-closely to determine what recommendations can be made for future

production development. Results and conclusions will be submitted

to the Program Review Board for their review and input as well as

to the Office of Education.
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4.6: YEAR II (FULL SCALE SERIES) FORMATIVE RESEARCH

The planning of formative research for the full-scale series

production which will occur primarily in Year II of the current

contract is based on several factors which are,currently not completely

defined. For examplei the-production schedule for the series

production is likely to include a greet deal-of ovtrlap especially

among the programs conterning the same family, and there.are not

likely to be completed programs unt_l the last monthS Of production.

Further, while extremely fast'turnaround studies can be done while

segments are in the rough-cut stages, there is nip .room in the pro-

duction-Sthedule (although there_is:for the Research and Evaluation

Team) for revisions to edited programs.

The major factor in the design of formative research for the

series producti,on will be the experiente ,Of the pilot program

-formative work. We expect that many tags can be reviSed and

Streamlined after they are utilized in the pilot steges to allow

easier implementation, faster,turnarounCoad more effitient reporting

procedures. Also','Several items; such es tities,=family cheracter,-

istics-ead-hostiess identity will be ley:aspectS:bf:pilot stage:.

research, but fairly well designed by th'e time pftiduction..is under

way. Then, too, -the prefilm stages of production ;. suth as casting,
f

treatments, and, in many cases, scriptslfill br6-incorporeteldinto

the work of the Research and Evaluation team during Year I, since

much of the-load of these tasks has heen-.shifted into Year I as

a result .of contract negotiations for the project.
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4.7 NEEDS ASSESSMENT

The needs asses- ent component of the research and evaluation

effort for the parent education television project is intended to

Provide formative input into the content and style
of the parent education television series, and

Provide empirical input into the ordering of_priori-
ties for funding of educational programming for
television

These purposes will be addressed through three separate studies:

a series of focus group interviews, a large-scale telephone survey,

and a series of personal interviews of national experts.- The follow-

ing section describes the overall objectives for the needs assessment,

the three component parts, and the interrelationships among the parts.

The following flowchart, Exhibit 4.4, illustrates the overall plan.

4.7.1 Statement of Ob'ectives

The objectives for the needs assessment must be completely

clarified, since they directly relate to all three needs assess-

ment components - the focus group interviews, the personat inter-

v*ews 'and the telephone survey. Thus, a draft of the list of

objectives will be developed by November 8 (see attachment) and

submitted to our internal staff, and then to OE staff for review, in

order to ensure that the objectives reflect OE priorities and

informational needs. Following review, the list will be revised

and included in the draft of the OMB package. In evaluating the

objectives, the three general goals of the needs assessment that

were outlined in the proposal must13,, considered.

(1) Identify the themes and issue areas that should be
communicated in a parent-education television _series:
in terms of program relevance, appeal, and effective-
ness,

Determine and prioritize the adult American public's
information needs for educational television,

Establish the basis for a reliable And valid data
base that can.be updated and disseminated by OE on
an annual basis to ensure .that programming for edu-
cational television is indeed responsive to_the
changing information needs of a diverse audience.



EXHIBIT 4.4: NEEDS ASSESSMENT FLOW CHART
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EXHIBIT 4.4 CONTINUED
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BIT 4.4 CONTINUED
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Thus, the needs assessment serves a dual purpose of assessing

general informational programming needs as well as areas of concern

related to parent education.

4.7.2 Focus Group Interviews

Response Analysis Corporation (RAC) has been selected to con-

duct a series of five focus group interviews for the needs assess-

ment. The purpose of the interviews is to provide formative infor-

mation that will facilitate the development of a survey question-

naire: that is, the interviews will explore the objectives and help

define "bounds" of areas of concern. The interviews are intended

to be exploratory and are not intended to provide definitive data

on needs/areas of concern that informational.TV programming should

focus on.

Prior to the interviews, Applied Management Sciences developed

a preliminary agenda of topics which RAC revised. RAC then cOn-

ducted the first interview in Princeton, New Jersey, which Applied-

Management Sciences staff attended. After a screening of the

videotape by Applied Management Sciences and OE staff, the agenda

was revised in order.to explore general needs more fully. The

second interview was conducted in Chicago; the agenda and overall

direction of the sessions was revised further after that videotape

was reviewed. Subsequent interviews were conducted in Los Angeles,

Dallas, and New Orleans, and completed on November 12. After each .

interview, RAC submitted an impressionistic memorandum to Applied

Management Sciences; at completion.of all five interviews, a final

report will be delivered to us by RAC. The first draft is due on

November 22, at which time they will meet with us to discuss it, with

the final draft due one week later.

After the final report is delivered to Applied Management

Sciences, we will analyze the results in a qualitative manner, and

prepare a draft of the section of the final report that will concern

the results of the group focus interviews. The draft will be cir-

culated for internal review, and then a revised version of the group
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focus interview section will be written. That section will possibly

have to be revised later when it will be incorporated into the

overall final report.

4.7.3 Telephone Survey

A telephone survey of a sample of 1300 adults which is repre-

sentative of the adult (18 years or older) population in the con-

tinental United States will be conducted in March, 1977 to address

the needs assessment objectives. Thereare several stages necessary

to complete the survey, including the development of a questionnaire

and OMB package design of a sample, selection of interviewers,

data collection, data analysis, and report writing. These steps

are described in the following part.

4.7.3.1 Development of OMB Package

The first step in the development of the OMB package and, thus,

the survey plan, is the development of a questionnaire than can:

address the objective'S

be administered by telephone in a 15-20 minute pe iod

utilize a close-ended format

A first draft of the questionnaire will be developed by November 8.

However, as-it is being developed, the computer programming staff

will be consulted regarding the design features of the question-

naire. During the same period of time, a data analysis plan, samp-

ling specifications, and sampling procedures will be developed.

Following these steps, a draft of an OMB package will be prepared,

which will essentially involve the development of a justification

statement and inclusion of the previously written components. Dur-

ing this period of time, OE staff will be consulted regarding the

review components, in an effort to expedite the OMB clearance pro-

cess. Also, after the draft of the OMB package is developed, it

will be reviewed by ou'r staff and OE personnel. ,Then, a final draft

of the package will be developed and submitted to OMB by December 1,

1976. It is anticipated that OMB approval will be received by

March 1. 1977.
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4-7 2 Steps Preliminary to Data Collection

After the development of a sampling plan and sample specifi-

cations, a national probability sample that will yield responses

from 1300 adults must be 'obtained. We anticipate that a sample

will_be purchased from a marketing research company. Thus, during

January, we will investigate the services of a variety of firms

and obtain cost estimates, and will select a firm to-purchase the

sample from by February 1. The company-that we select must be

able to provide us with a sample that:

includes a representative cross-section of American
households

sPecifies the households by geographic area, approxi-
mate SES level, and other demographics

includes households with listed telephone numbers as
well as new listings

The sample itSelf will be obtained by February 15. The purchased

sample will have to- exceed the 1300 households to allow for non-

response or non-completion of interviews and attrition due to the

necessity of achieving a gender balance of respondent.

Prior to collecting data, interviewers must be selected and

trained. First of all, an interviewers' procedural guide will be

developed during January, 1977. Then, during the month of February,

interviewers will be selected and trained. It is anticipated that

approximately 70 person days will be required for conducting the

interviews, based on an estimate that one interviewer- 'can complete

about 18 interviews in an 8-hour day_ plus complete some editing

of responses. Thni, if interviewing Ts to be accomplished in a

one-week period, approximately 20 interviewers will be required.

The interviewers can either be drawn: from other Applied Management

Sciences' projects or hired on a temporary basis.

Concurrently with the selection of interviewers, a pre-coded

answer sheet corresponding to the questionnaire guide will be

developed. The interviewers will record respondent answers on

these answer sheets during the interview, using a separate sheet
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for each respondent. The answer sheet win utilize pre-coded re-

sponses for ail oloSed-ended questions and will include blank-

spaces for open-ended questions, if any are used. After the answer

sheets are developed, they will be reviewed internally.

The only other step preliminary to data collection is the

design of edit specifications for data processing. This will be

accomplished during the month of January. Preliminary data analy-
_...

sis plans, tabulation format, edit specifications, and personnel

needs related to data processing will be thoroughly assessed.

4.7.3.3 _Data Collection

Telephone interviews of 1300 households will be completed

during the first week or 10 days of April. All interviewing Will

be done by Applied Management Sciences' personnel or staff hired

temporarily for that task, using the Applied Management Sciences'

WATS lines. The interview is intended to last no longer than 15-20

minutes. It is anticipated that interviewers will spend 1-2 hours._

per day completing a preliminary scan edit of the questionnaires,

ensuring that all informa;tion is complete. More thorough editing

will follow.

4 7.3.4 Data Cleaning and Analysis

As mentioned_previously, interviewers will complete preliminary

data editing by Scanning the answer sheets for completeness at the

end of each day. Subsequently, the answer sheets will be more thor-

oughly manually edited and checked for clearness and legibility;

and any open-ended responses will be post-coded. Any errors encoun-

tered during this stage will be resolved or appropriately coded.

Then the responses will be keypunched and key verified. When the

keypunChed data is received, it will be machine edited, primarily

to check for keypunching errors such as out of field responses.

Any cards found to contain errors at this step will be compared to

the appropriate answer sheet, resolved, and re-keypunched. The end

result of this proceis is a clean data base, which will be computer



analyzed. d'cordingto the previously discussed data analysis and

tabulation plan. Data cleaning and analysis will be completed by

March 31.

4.7.4 Personal Interviews

The third component of rhe needs:assessment involves in-depth,

personal interviews of fifty national "experts" that will also

address the needs assessment objectives. The first step in this

process is the development of criteria for selection of interview

candidates that will define:the fields from which the experts will

be 'selected. This will be accomplished during the second week of

November. At the same time nominations of interview candidates

will be solicited from a variety of sources, notably from 'within

the Applied Management Sciences' project staff, ICS, EFC, OE, indi-

vidual members of the Program Review Board, and project consultants.

A preliminary list will be developed by the end of the third week

in November, and then reviewed by OE and Applied Management Sciences

staff during the following week. The final list of interview candi-

dates will reflect a distribution of fields and geographic location.

Althoukh it is anticipated that many interview candidates will be

located in Washington, candidates from other geographic,areas will

be interviewed. To allow for attrition, the final list of candi-

dates will include 75-80 names, and priorities will be assigned

the candidates.

During the fourth week of November, a discussion agenda for

the interviews will be developed, patterned closely along the lines

of the survey questionnaire since the same set of objectives are to

be addressed. However, the discussion agenda will utilize open-

ended questions and individual topic areas will be explored in

depth. The agenda will be modified somewhat for each interview,

depending on the candidate being interviewed, in order to allow for

more emphasis on the candidate's specific area of expertise It is

anticipated that each interview will require 2 hours. After the

agenda is developed, it will be reviewed by OE and Applied Manage-

ment Sciences' staff.
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In early December, interview candidates will be contacted and

scheduling arrangements will be made for the interviews. At the

same time, interviewers will be selected from within the G-98 pro-

ject staff and trained; training will primarily involve delineation

of ground rules for the interviews and identification of critical

areas of exploration since all interviewers will be intimately

familiar with the project and its purpoSes. A primary consideration

in assigning an interviewer to a given candidate is that, whenever

possible, the interviewer will be familiar with the candidates'

field; e.g., project managers would be preferred interviewers for a

candidate in the field of educational broadcasting. An additional

consideration in the selection of candidates and scheduling of

interviews is that, whenever possible for out-of-town interviews,

two candidates will be interviewed in the same city and travel will

be "piggy-backed" with travel for other project purposes. Interviews

will be conducted between December 1 and March 1.

An analysis plan will be developed after a substantial number

of interviews have been completed so that a "feel" for the concerns

that most strongly emerge from the interviews will have been acquired.

The analysis plan, will, among other qualitative analysis strategies,

involve the development of a variety of ad-hoc categories for each

area:of investigation; interviewee responses will be categorized

accordingly. Data analysis will be accomplished during the first

two weeks of March and will be done by hand, due to the limited

number of respondents and the qualitative ,,ure of the data.

During the same period as thedevelcpment of the data analysis

plan, an outline of the section of the final report that concerns

the personal interviews will be developed and subsequently circu-

lated =for internal review. Then, as the r' Iults are analyzed, a

draft of the report section will be develo,-!d; it will be reviewed

internally during the third week of March and a final draft of the

section will be prepared by April 1, when the survey data collec-

tion will begin.
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4_.7-5 Preparation of the Final Report

An outline of the final report will be prepared during the

first half of February and circulated for internal review during

the third week of February. Then, during March, the front end of

the final report, including rationale, procedures, description of

analyses, etc., will be prepared. In the first two weeks of April,

after data analysis of the survey results is completed, a draft

of the total report will be prepared. This step will involve

writing the section concerning the results of the survey and incor-

porating it with the previously written front end section and sec-

tions concerning group focus interview and personal interview

results. The total report will be reviewed internally during the

third week of April, a final draft will be prepared during the

fourth week of April, and the report will be submitted to the Office

of Education on or before April 30, 1977. The following Milestone

Chart, Exhibit 4.5, illustrates the schedule for the entire survey.
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EXHIBIT 4.5: NEEDS ASSESSMENT MILESTONE CHART
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EXHIBIT 4.5: (Continued)

mr
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4.8: RESEARCH AND EVALUATION TEAM MANAGEMENT PROCEDURES

Very few, if any, of the Research and Evaluation tasks to be

per_ormed for the Parent Education Television project are self-

contained, in that this team's function is:primarily oriented

toward serving the needs of the production teams (broadcast and

non-broadcast) for feedback on their materials. Thus, a prime

requirement of this operational plan is the provision for coordination

wit;-1 producers of materials. In addition, it is expected that most

of the research activities will require the participation of

members of the target audience. Coordination with community outreach

staff is therefore, also a priority.

Because of the complexity of the project, and the importance

of timely completion of each individual study, a set of management--

procedures must be implemented which will enable all staff to

request, plan for and obtain necessary data. The key to this pro-

cess is frequent and active cooperation between the "client" and the

researcher. Of course, the weekly project Coordinating Committee

meeting may be frequently utilized for this purpose. But it is also

the intent of the research team to meet either formally or informally

with other staff members on a monthly or more frequent basis to dis-

cuss research just completed, in7progress and future. While a list

of decision points has already been developed, it is anticipated

-that new ones will arise throughout the project where the input of

audience reaction is valuable to the producers. Thus, the purpose

of meeting with the producers will be to identify new areas early

and design studies for them adequately enough to be valuable.

A6 much audience time is needed for each-study as is possible

for- sevcral reasons. If the idea for the study is generated by the

research staff, the producers may require lead time in order to

provide the necessary sample materials. If the producers desire

a particular study, the researchers will need ample time for
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designing the study protocols. Both teams will already have in

progress many tasks that may be more or less inflexible and the

lead time may be necessary to allow provision . for the change to

other studies, to allow time for comprehensive planning of the

new study, and if a' previeusly established group of participants

is not to be used, to allow the Community Outreach staff to

recruit ad hoc participants.==

Of course, the research and evaluation team will often be able

to plan studies in a much shorter time span, espeially if the

new research is related to on-going activities. However, the

specification of the month-long per oa will be adhered to in most

cases.

If additions ar modificationsare made to the, schedule of

decision points discussed in Section 4.9, the individual requesting

such a change will notify the Research and Evaluation Team and appro-

priate staff members of the change in a memorandum. It is anticipated

that the request may come from either the Research and Evaluation Team

or from other staff members. - The request will be reviewed by the

Team Manager and a meeting will be arranged to discuSs the study,

its schedules and its potential design. A researcher will be

assigned the primary responsibility for the design, and a member of

the team most closely involved in the study will be appointed (by

that Team's Manager) to participate in the design and act as liaison.

The memorandum requesting a new, previously unplanned study

should include an explanation of the:research desired and a rationale

for doing. If the individual has even preliminary ideas about the

design of the research, these should also be presented. The following

information, should be presented when available.

Material or subject to be studied

Purpose of the research

Possible alternatives to the decision point (that is,
revision, consequences, new information to result from
the research)
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Any suggestions for ,the approach to the design

Timeline - date for acquisition of data and date
decision will be made

Format of the information (raw data, qualitative or
quantitative analysis, reading list, etc.)

Projection of need for participation of the audience.

When such a memorandum is received by the Research and Evaluation

Team Manager, a staff member will be assigned to develop the study

design and to arrange liaison with the team needingthe data and the

community outreach team where audience participation is necessary.

Before any study design is implemented, the Research and

Evaluation Team Manager will ascertain that the research has a

practical purpose - that is, that the expense both in labor and

budget allocation-is justified, and that both the researcherand

the producer haVe agreed on the objectives, techniquessand projected

outcomes of the effort. The expectations for the uses of the data must

be clearly articulated prior to implementation. For example, if the

data are to be utilized in decision making, the individual responsible

for making the decision Will have a clear understanding, prior to

data collection of the weight which the data will carry in making the

decision. By this it is not iMplied that decision makers will be

bound by the data, but that the conscientious decision maker will

take the data into serious consideration. If a studyhappens to

fail to present the degree of reliability anticipated-in the design,

it will be the responsibility of the researcher to interpret the

findings so that the decision maker is fully informed of the weight

the research results deserved - even if this is different from that

anticipated in the design.

ystems- Flow for Research Desi n and implementation

Where research has been planned far in advance of its anticipated

date, the ResearCh and Evaluation Team Manager will notify the

appropriate teams of impending implementation of the_studies. at the

monthly research planning meetings. These studies will be treated
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similarly to the ad hoc studies - that is, one month in advance,

a researcher will be assigned to design and develop the specific

tasks of the study, and to provide liaison as explained above with

the production, development and Community Relations Team.

To summarize, then, the flow of activities for each study

will generally proceed as follows:

o One month prior to the decision point a study
imPlementation,,a,memorandum_explaining_the
Purposes -and specifications for the study will be
sent to the Research and Evaluation Team Manager
and circulated among interested staff members.

Immediately; a researcher will be assigned and a
liaison meeting will be set up between the research
team and the "client," with attendance by the
Community Outreach staff.

Within one week, the researcher will submit to
the producer a study design. This will be dis-
cussed and modified where necessary to suit the
needs- for data and the decision alternatives.

Within one week of the study design approval and
modification, the researcher will provide a research
protocol or instrument for review by the production
staff and Team Manager. This will be reviewed and
approved immediately.

At this- time the Community Outreach staff will receive
a confirmation of the need for participants, location
and date and time for the meeting. This should occur
about two weeks prior to the time requested.

The study will be implemented.

Depending on the turnaround required for the data, 'they
will be analyzed and a report provided to the decision-
maker, in the format requested. It is anticipated that
analysis of small group studies can be completed very
quickly and it will be expected that the report will
be communicated to the "client" within one weak. Pre-.1_
liminary findings may-be available within 24 hours
where necessary and possible;

Exhibit 4.6 presents a schematic diagram of this process.



EXHIBIT 4.6: STUDY DESIGN PROCESS

MEMORANDUM
REQUESTING
RESEARCH

MEETING
(within
one day)

OTIFY
COMMUNITY

OUTRE

DESIGN
APPROACH TO

RASE

DEVELOP
MEASURE

(one week)

CONFIRM
COMMUNITY
OUTREACH

REVISE,
FINALIZE
(ASAP)

COLLECT
DATA

(approx. 2

later

REPORT 0
RESEARCH
(one week
or le--



4.9: MANAGEMENT OF RESEARCH AND EVALUATION

4.9.l Staffin

As currently envisioned, the Research and Evaluation Team will

have approximately four full-time members for the first project year,

supplemented by consultants and Institute for Child Study representatives.
Also, during the peak load processing stages of the Needs Assessment
and Field Test surveys, other staff will be added as necessary. The-

four staff members will be assigned to one area of primary responsi-

bility which will involve about half of their time, and will assist
in other tasks in remaining time. This may be shown as follows:

Team Manager eprimarily responsible for overseeing
efficient _operation' Of the teaM; coordination with other
teams, and overall planning of team efforts. Remainder
of time will be spent in design and analysis of formative
research.

Senior Project Analyst 7 primary responsibility for
design and analysis of formative research of multi-
media materials. Will also supplement ongoing
research activities.

Project Analyst primary responsibility for Needs
Assessment design, implementation and analysis. Will
also supplement formative research design, implementation
and analysis.

Project Analyst - (about 50 percent time on Research
and Evaluation Team) primary responsibility for managing
survey processing. _Also responsible for ongoing
research (target audience, especially).

Schedule of Formative Research

The Research and Evaluation Team Manager will maintain a master
schedule of decision/information prints keyed to the timelines of other
project teams. This will be updated as needed. In_addition, at

-;the beginning of each month, the master schedule will be shared
-with other team leaders at the Project Coordinating Committee
meetings. All tests for the month will be explained and dates, plans
set. Any changes OT additions mentioned by the PCC members will be
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discussed and, if advisable, incorporated. Any changes to the

evaluation schedule caused by production/development modifications

will be discussed as necessary and plans changed. Requests for new

or different research than that on the master schedule will be in

written form, whether instigated by the evaluation team or the

"client" team. A master schedule of the Research and Evaluation

Team Activities currently planned is presented in Exhibit 4.7.
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JEXHBIT 4.7: RESEARCH AND 'EVALUATION SCHEDULE - YEAR I
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COMINITY RELATIONS

Early in November of 1976, the Community Relations Team of- the

Parent Education Project was formed. It includes Publicity and

Promotion, CommunitrOutreack. and Multi-Media Materials. The

decision to form this team came from a variety of experiences in

the first two months of the proj.ect..

First there was the realization that the concept of a Parents

Advisory Panel as described in the proposal would not be suitable

to meet the combined needs expressed by the Production, Research

and Development teams of the Consortium. With thiS realization

cam the awareness Of the variety of viewing audiences required,

the difficulty involved in locating the specific groups when teedect,

and the expertise called for in communicating with groups which

represent so many-levels of American life. The decision was made to

hire a full time staff member for this activity.

Second, was the decision to conduct the field testing of the

-three pilot programs in a private manner without any of the usual

publicity and promotion .traditionally associated with such an under-

taking. Given the research requirement of input from at least 1,350

viewers in six citieS, either at home or in'closed circuit viewing

centers, it was obvious that a coordinOed team effort was called

for, and one that would need to start preparations long before the

air dates of the SutMer of 1977. The decision was made to form a

team in addition to the Research Team to function in this manner.
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Third, was the ever increasing number of requests of the

Consortium to screen audiovisual Materials relating to parenting

and to child development. Given the variety of requests, the

complicated time schedules of Consortium personnel, the wealth of

available material sources and the large need for information

on many levels, the decision was made to hire a full time staff

member for that activity.

Four:th, was the decision to seek outside funding so that an

appropriate Publicity and PromotiOn Campaign would be mounted and
Operationalized. The need for the development of tasks directed

toward Publicizing and Promoting the broadcast of the full series
in 1978-79 was clear. A staff member was assigned to this activity

-

with the Additional responsibility of managing the team to be
known as Communify Relations.. By November 22, the Community

Relations Team was operating with a staff of three and with a

specific set of tasks. The tasks of Community Outreach are to:

Assemble "vest pocket" groups_ (groups under 10 in size)
for viewing and interaction about the-proposed style and
content of the television programs and supporting print
materials.

Gather viewer groups for the formative evaluation of
non-broadcast materials and the three pilots to be
broadcast in the Summer. of 1977.

Develop materials to use with parent groups..

The tasks of Publicity and Promotion are to:

Prepare and present information about the Project.

-Design campaigns directed toward securing funding from
the private sector.

The tasks of Multi-Media Materials are tO:

Seek out, acquire, and distribute multi-media materials
relating to parenting and child development of the
brbadcast and non-broadcast variety.

Assist in the preparation of multi-media materials
related to Project activities.
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Serve as a resource center for an exchange of
utilization and outreach materials associated with
the Parent Television Series.

What follo s is the action plan for these teams.

Community Outreach is not developed beyond the broadcast of
the pilots or .year one of the Project as funds are not appropriated
.Tast this time for this activity. For year two, a recommendation
about future financing for Community Outreach will be made with
appropriate, documentation'based on the experience of the first
year of activities. the Publicity and Promotion section is a
description of the full scale campaign required for-a 20 program
television series. The Multi-Media Materials research will continue
for the life of the Project.

5.1:- COMMUNITY. OUTREACH

. The goal of Community Outreach at this timeis to provide
audiences to serve the formative evaluation function. The phases
and purposes of this activity are amply described in the preceding
pages devoted to that activity. Exhibits 5.1 through 5.6 describe
the job to be done in terms ofmumbers, tasks,, group characteristics,
meeting schedules and the methodologies developed to meet these
needs. What these Charts and.tables do not reflect is the conceptual
framework undergirding the Community Outreach activities and the
protocols required to serve those concepts in both the local and
national levels.

No matter where these formativeevaluation activities take
place, whether it be a church hall in downtown D.C., a home in
suburban Chicago or a store front Community. Center in Los Angeles,
,the most important ingredient in the mix is credibility. There are
only two kinds .of groups, those who trust you and those.who do not,
and the trust has to work two ways so that people spea,k about their
concerns and the productions are about real American families of today.
What is more, this credibility has to have visibility from the
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EXHIBIT 5.1

*PARENT PROFILE SHBET

Name

Address

Phone

.Family_Make_UR

Adults-names and ages

Children's names and ages

Race
_

Employed Outsi_- the Home? Yes No

Income Scale

0-$5,000

a

$10,000-$20,000
$5,000-$10,000 $20,000-$25,000+

Comments

_o e lle ou o_ eac new group
and for a mail poll if needed.

5.4
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EXHIBIT 5.2

GROUP SC EDULE

Phase Time Type Size
Number of
Meetings

Total
Number

Lab Testing 11/76-4/77 AD HOC 10 8 80
Phase AD HOC - HS * 10 2 20

1/76-4/77 AD HOC 10 10 100
AD HOC - HS 10 5 50
4 Continuing 10 4 40

- ---,- __

Pilot 5/77 1 HS, 10 4 40
Testing 4 Continuing 10 1 10

Field 7/77-8/77 Home Audience 100 6 600
Testing 5 CCTV Groups 25 6 750

*HS High School

5.5
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(K)

EXHIBIT 5.3

GROUP CHARACTERISTICS

Middle Income
Racially Mixed
17-45
Parents

Lower Income
White and other
17-45
Parents

Under 25
Black, mixed income
Parents

Under-
School Group
Lower Income

Rural
17-45
Mixed Income & Race

Universal
17-45, Mixed, Parents,
and Participants

(m)

(B)

(1)

(F)

Lower Income
Black
1745
Parents

Under 25
Mixed Income & Race
Parents

Under 25
-School Group
Middle Income

Rural
Under 25
Mixed Income & Race

I

) Single Parents
17-45
Mixed Income & Race

Middle Income
Black
17-45
Parents

Middle imcome
Racially Mixed
17-25 Parents
Both Working

*All parents must have children 0-5

5 6
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EXHIBIT 5.4

Lab Testing 11/76 4/77

Pre-Production Activities
Development Interactive
Formative Interim Evaluation

*Ves Pocket Groups of Total Target Audience

goals and
objectives

audience
research

*Groups under 10
Ad Hoc - 15 (150)
Continuing - 19 (190)

5.7
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EXHIBIT

Pilot Testing 5 77

Formative Product Evaluation

*Groups Representing Pilot Families

(I)

mixture
of all

(F)

high
school
class

audience
appeal

audience
learning

5.8
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EXHIBIT 5.6

Field TR-LLIg 7 77 8/77

Formative Product Evaluation

*Er21221_112prentative of Ci ies

Vermillion,
S.D.

3 Complete
Programs &
Materials

Chicago, Washington,
D.C.
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moment the first contact is made, and since many groups are ad hoc
or "one time only" groups, things have to happen seconds after the
meeting is called to order. This is a tall order, but entirely
possible: (1) if the facilitator is skilled at working with parent
groups and makes a presentation that is "on target," (2) if the role
of the group is clear, (3) if the proper materials have been developed
(4) if the group is convinced they are giving something of value and
receiving something as weli, and (5) if the Consortium members
operate around a set of protocols that respect and support this
framework.

The Grou Fac_ilitator

As in all human effort, someone must play the role of the leader,
or caretaker for a group, no matter how temporary its nature may be.
This leader must be stimulating, non-judgmental and able to put
people at ease quickly.. Consequently, an experienced facilitator
from the Community Relations Team will be present at all meetings
to chair the group and to help the members.of the Consortium to
receive information that is of value. Wherever possible the
faCilitator will be the leader of the Outreach Team. However,
since these meetings are usually evenings and Saturdays and may
times average more than one a week, it is important that other

team members, who are also trained in group leadership, be available
when needed. Such an arrangement provides good management continuity
and review. Weekly meetings of the team can keep the methods and
materials and team members updated and relevant. Such an arrange-
ment will be extremely valuable in the field testing stage when all
three members might be needed to cover the six.state areas involved.

As time-and experience is accumulated the facilitators will put
together a mUlti-media presentation aim.ed at presenting both the
project concept and group role through the use of sound, pictures
and music. This presentation can also be dled when collecting
viewing groups- for the field testing.

5.10
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5.1. Group. Role

From the outset, the group must know what is expected of it

by a clear definition of role. The members must understand that

their input is not decision making and that they are not operating

on a policy level but at a reaction level, that many of the decisions

about how the programs should look and what they should say are

already made, but that many are not and that everything they have

to say is of importance to the people who make the programs. Much

of this can be accomplished by the group facilitator. Hopefully

'there will be help by uword of mouth." The rest can be covered by

materials.

5.1.3: Group Materials

Materials serve many functions. They describe the group role

and the project to ad hoc groups or those meeting for the first

time. Under preparation is a fact sheet in question and answer

format containing the questions most commonly asked by past groups--

Houc did you.pick the theme? What. role do parent groups play?

How often do I have to meet? What do you do with'the information?

How far along are you in preparing the series? Why is television

being used? When and where will the programs be on the air? Other

materials can give additional information, diagrams of the field

tests cari in general offer .A continuity for theSe groups whichmeet

regularly. A loose leaf notebook will be used in the field testing

phase, leadership training materials will be distributed to local

groups who are committed to the delivery of viewers at home and in

small viewing groups. All the materials must be attractive and easy

to read. Most especially, like the series they serve, they must.-

educate as well as entertain. A glossary of television and parenting

terms will be included as will other materials designed to help

parents to better understand themselves, their children, their

job as parents, and their homes as classrooms.
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Groip tncentives

With the exception of the reimb rsement of expenses group

participants will not receive any material rewards. For the most

part these people will be extremely busy with many time pressures.

In order to motivate them to give their time it is important they

understand how valuable their contribution will be to others

through the group experience and follow-up letters. It is especially

important that they grow from the experience espedially in their

parent role and that they feel they are helping their children. These

rewards are valid and attainable.

5.1.5: Consortium Protocols

For all of this to work smoothly, the ground_rules for all

involved must be clear and acceptable. Early ground rules are:

requests for groups must be a week in advance

information on the meeting request form must be
available at the time (see Exhibit 5.7).

meetings average one a week

those requesting the meeting must a_tend

attendance will be negotiated

a Community Development member will facilitate

During the last week in November a meeting of Consortium Team

leaders will meet with the Community Development Team to create a

weekly meeting schedule for December 1976 through May 1977, where

possible group types and characteris ics will be identified, _here-

fore eliminating the need for crisis and surpris,?,s. With such a

planned methodology and a timeline (see Exhibit 5.8) the formative

evaluation for the lab testing and pilot testing will offer the

required input for the film makers. For the field testing an

additional layer is needed in addition to everything described

thus far. ,That might be described as a set of Organization

Protocols.

5.12
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EXHIBIT 5.7

REQUEST FOR MEETING FORM

1. Furpose_of.Meetin

2 Group Type (ad hoc continuing)

Requirements (equipment, food, transportation, etc.)

4. Group Characteristics (use letters on characteristics
sheet)

Date and Al ernate Date

Staff Commitmen : names arid phone numbers

7. Requested By

Requested _Date

9. Comments
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EXHIBIT 5,8
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5.1.6: Organization Protocpls

Six cities have been chosen to test the pilots in the Summer

of 1977. Therefore, before any of the preceding activities can take

place these communities will have to be studied for demographics and

the best contact points for access to a cross section of viewers.

Attention Will be given to:

ethnicity

geography

tradition

urban rural mix

socio-economic, educational and cultural factors

quality of broadcast signal

After the proper correspondence and contact has been made, a member

of the Community Relations team will visit the area to:

make contact with local schools, pre-natal clinics,
church groups, Head Start groups, community organizations,
etc

give multi-media presentations requesting the desired
viewing audience and describing the nature of the series

train local people who will be identifying and contacting
groups

distribu_e literature for the local effort

o offer incentives of $2-3 a 'person f6r the organization
on delivery .of the viewers

Approximately two days to a week will be spent in each of the test

cities. These staff can cover this Assignment. Contact will be

continued and a follow-up visit will take place a few days before'

the telecast, to ensure adequate viewership.and make any additional

presentations. 'The privacy of the field test must be respected so

the word of mouth and organizational contacts are of much importance.

However, as with any endeavor of this kind, the reputation established

by the Outreach Team will not only be crucial to'getting the programs

seen, it will also go a long way toward building a Communty Outreach
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effort in these locations for the viewing of the entire.series

sometime in the Fall of 1978.

As mentioned earlier, a report requesting funding for a full

scale OUtreach effort will be presented to the Office of Education

after the field testing period. It will contain data about what

has happened in these six cities and good predictions about what

can be expected in the future and what those expectations will cost.



5 2: THE IMPORTANCE OF PUBLICITY AND PROMOTION

Publicity and promotion at its best is a teaching activity.

Like good teaching, it must cast a spell of excitement and challenge

such that the learner believes vonderful" things can happen here:

mysteries solved, needs filled, new vistas revealed. When it comes

to television, this spell has to be strong enough to motivate a learner

to commit the ultimate act, tlrn on the set, watch the program, and

hopefully do something else after that.

Therefore, the overall task of the Publicity and Promotion for

the Parent Education Project is to lure both the general audience of

parents of young children and perspective parents as well as the

target audience of 17-25 year olds within that group to the picture

on the Public Television. Station. This is no simple task, but it

can be done, in fact, it has been done by the Children's Television

Workshop when it succeeded in attracting a significant portion of

its target audience (preschool children and theta' parents) to stations

which that audience tended not to watch. The continuing success of

"Sesame Street" and "Electric Company" has demonstrated that as

Herman Land states in his book "The Children's Television Workshop"..

"promotion merits positioning as a basic project
element, calling for planning and implementation
parallel with program development, as the other
side of the coin. It calls too for an operational
professionalism that corresponds in its area with
the professionalism demanded in programming. These
are the two promotion features of the CTW model
that are mandatory for any broadcast educational
undertaking.

The lessons of CTW to be learned are clear:

(1) Publicity and promotion have to be equal in impo rance
to production and research (and development

(2) A effective organization calls for A full-time team
leader and a follow through force for the contacts
and creation of materials.

Campaigns to attract the audience have to begin long
before air date.
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Philosophic'ally, the Parent Education Project embraces these learnings.

Organizationally, the "information giving".team of.the project staff

(Community Relations) has the same attention as the Production,

Research and Development Teams with a full-time professional., assigned

to the management task of the-deslgn and operation of this plan.

This arrangement presupposes the possibility of campaigns to attract

the audience -long before the air date. What is not clear is the size

of the financial commitment.

The main purpose of this report then is directed towardn

understanding of the job to be done, with the understanding that

is critical to the success of the Parent Education Project that a

major effort be mounted in this area, with the objectives, methods

and plans carefully aimed at capturing and keeping a very elusive and

hard to reach section of America, the young population with young

children.

Objectives

(

1) To build and sustain the largest possible audience of pro-
spective parents and parents of young children, particularly

- those in the.17-25. year old age range.

To give strong guidance and support to public television
stations carrying the program, 1Lost of whom have small
budgets and staff, and are therefore in need of assistance
with promotions to attract a mass audience.

3) To create special means of reaching the minorities, as
well as the rural and urban poor who are likely to be in
need of help but unlikely to learn of.its availability
through regular communications channels.*

._
(4) To gain the attention of organizations who relate to

parents and prospective parents and who carry weight with
this group, and to devise methods and materials to
assure.their maximum utilization of the.program.

This is Community Outreach. Necessarily, it is interrelated with
the Publicity and Promotion design since both are part of Community
Relations. The activities in this section are listed in the time-
line plan.
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Methods

The methods that are summarized here and later listed in de-

tail with a timeline, represent a wide variety of activities that

either have been or could be used. They are appropriate to the

Parent Education Project, and meet the four stated objectives.

This approach is based on the understanding that the Patent

Education television series4gill appear on Public Television at

least twice and will be negotiated so as not to eliminate'the

possibility of commercial viewings at a later time and with outside

financial assistance.

Like the Children's Television Workshop, this Project has a

serious problem in terms of the audience it wishes to reach and

the conduit chosen to send the message. Public television has

traditionally attracted fhe older, better educated section of the

viewers. Its stations are often UHF channels which most TV set own-

ers find difficult to receive, even with the UHF channels now

required in TV sets.

Also, the prospective audience is either young or has young

children. The majority of them have established commercial tele-

vision viewing habits, when they have the time to view at all.

It is necesssary, therefore, to inform the greatest number of

people, but the intended audience has_to be convinced of the desir-

ability of watching the Public Station to see this program Series

for 20 weeks.

A validated model for changing viewer habits has already been

created by the Children's Television Workshop. The strategies de-

scribed here are an adaptation of that model with the full under-

standing that considerable funding is required to implement this or

any other model that works. Basically, the method is a four tiered

one, and has been keyed here to the objectives by number.
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(1 the national level an overall campaign of publicity-

roug t e _ajor me ia. Publications and air pro-
grams are aimed at the first 3 months of the series. In-

cluded in this effort is a half hour program or preview
broadcast commercially a'few days before the first pro-
gram.

At .the_local_level, public stations need promotional
,matetials_ranging from news, features, photos, film,
-tapes, slides, posters, releases. A Parent Project
Notebook and Newsletter can include ideas for projects
and exchange information about successful events
elsewhere.

Amon minotit- and low income ou-s a special outreach
campaign is neelel or t ose not_reached_by regular pro-

motion. This includes articles in the minority press,
integrationin the cast. of the five families, local
staff work at the Public TV station and especially
the use of direct contact to pass .out,bilingual
materials and to enlist the cooperation of leical leader-
ship.

(4) Oranizational supRort, isa-required elementin dissemi-
nating-information. This involves both the trade and
consumer organizations. (Beginning contact lists of
both types of organizations are included later. Volunteers
from all of these sectors need to be used at all levels
including the ghetto areas. A Parent Education Guide
promoting program utilization will-be distributed by the
local stations to provide information in advance of the
programs. Sold to middle and upper income subscribers'
it could be distributed free to less affluent families.

The Metho

National:

Articles in national magazines g., Baby T-lk, Family
Circle).

Broadcast preview on Commercial Station

Preview Party NAEB PBS

Advance Preview Party - PBS

Speaking engagements national organizations

Leadership conference

Star Family companion

5.22
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Local:

Publicit

Media advertising campaign

Information Presentation aECT

Grants to selected PBS s ations

Merchandizing campaign

Material to Columns weekly and daily

PresstConference

Guest appearances

Promotional film for nation and local showings

PBS Local Press Kits

Parent notebooks and newsletters

Special articles and ads for minoritypiblications

Community outreach in operation

Parent Education Guide

Compile organization mailing lists

Begin contacts

Promotional Film

and Promotion Techniqu!s)

Speakers Bureau

,Preview Parties on an'd off air

'Spots on commercial and non-commercial TV

Radio

Stamp on envelope - e.g.,Sears

Credit Card Bill buldetins

Posters for filling stations

Printed materials to send to PB station

Newspaper ads

Variety of releases
.

Press kits including photos

Radio and TV interviews

Dailies and geeklies
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Magazine articles

Personal multi media presenta ions

Books - e.g. script of show

Host/ess appearances

Star spots

Photos (taken all along the way ith various
markets in mind)

Specialized columns: youth, ads, women

Minority press

Editorial page

On milk cartons.

Trade Organiiations

School Boards -
elt

AASA (School Ajninistrators)

ASCD (curriculum Development)

State Superintendents

State Education Department

P.R. Associations of School District

Special interest groups; AHRL.

HealtglEducationDivisions of SchOO1 _sys

NEk- Harold Wigren Audiovisual-Directo

Other TeacherYorganization

Adult tducation groups

Psychological Associations

Pediatricians

Hospitals

Members of Congress

ArmedsForces (Bases and Posts)

Colleges

CETA Trainees
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Consmer Organizations

:Parents Magazines

Federally funded pre-school programs

Church Groups

Single Parent Groups

Community Groups

Social Workers

Welfare investiga rs

P an (A

As can be seen by-looking at the methods available, attracting
the audience for the Parent Education Project requires the same
kind of advance planning and activity as research, development and
production.

The-following timeline Allustrates how a plan must be devised
and carried out like a political'campaign. It combines massive
publicity and shoe leather on a door-to-door, people-to-people
level.

Basically, the plan falls in o three stages:

Stage one .... Preparations

Stage two Operations

-Stage three ... Visibility

Plan A represents a wide range _f -ossibilities available in
a campaign to ,"cover all seasons."

Plan B is the essentials required for the Project to get the
message across, for the full series, through the use of Public
Broadcasting, both radio and television, and the press both
local and national.

Although the use of paid advertising is prohibitive, the Project
can use Public Service time and then prepare and distribute
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releases to many outlets, use a Speaker1s Bureau, prepare a_

Press Kit with summaries of individual programs, the total series,

and biographical information on the host/ess. In addition, we can

plan personal appearances of the host/ess, send brochures, posters,

newsletters, write up color stories for local TV supplements,

hold a reception for the Public Broadcasting Stations, and possibly

a preview session for interested members of the Federal Government.

Picture taking is beginning immediately to prepare a multi-media

presentation on the Project for the field testing in the Summer
of 1977.

Then combined efforts w_uld rely on the assistance of the local

Public Broadcasting Station, volunteers, and as-many carefully
placed articles in popular and trade publications as possible.

Details for Plan B are currently under development.
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5.3: BACKGROUND NND OVERVIEW OF MULTI-MEDIA MATERIALS

It is unnecesssary to emphasize the importance of the multi-
media component. The ritual of recording the drama of human exper-
ience is universal. The media and formats emploYed have ranged from

elaborate renderings on clay tablets depicting the history of great
empires to "instant replay" technology recording the_magnificence
of human birth or footprints on the moon. It-is because of humanity's
compulsion to "leaVe its mark".that multi- edia materials exists
and can make a significant contribution to the success of the parent
television series.

From SepteMber to November, the emphasis of multi-media mater-
ials was on the defining of goals and objectives'and planning
activities. During this period, the functions addressed were:

initial search for materials

initial development of resource listing

initial acquisition of media

Initial design of evaluation methodology

Initial design-of distribution system

As called for in the proposal, the review, evaluation, categor-
ization and inventory of existing audiovisual materials was conducted.
The groundwork was laid for the expansion and further development
of this system.

The multi-media materials component of Community Relations has
as its major task the design, implementation and maintenance of a

system for the identification, acquisition, review, evaluation, and
dissemination of existing materials on parent education.

The conceptual framework is based on the combination Of an
information and referral service and an instructional resources
center. The need(s) will be identified/requested, the search initi-
ated, the appropriate media acquired and evaluated and the materials
disseminated for futther review and digestion.
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UltiMately, the multi-media materials resource center will be

a functional and integral_service of the project offering the full

range of information services t6 -the Consortium.

This section describes the organization of system and descrip-

tion of services of the multi-media materials component of Community
Relations. The emphasis is on servicing the needs of the Consortium

during the planning and production phases. Later on, the resource

center will perform an 'important role in regards to the outreach

and series utilization activities.

Sub ask 5. 1: Needs Assessment

Multi-media materials is designed to provide.systematic media

services to the fUll Consortium, and in particular, to the production,

research, development, and,community relations components.,

The needs assessment taSk is crucial during both the pre-productior

planning stage and tHe produ'6tion, field coordination and utilization

phase. 'All of-thej)asic subtasks under needs assessment as well as

other multi-media tasks and subtasks are shown in Exhibit 5.9.

To ensure effective communication between the coordinator and

the Consortium, needs assessment meetings are scheduled .0n a regular

basis. The research and development teams will meet with the coor-

dinator each month. In addition, a standard requisition form

(Exhibit 5.10) is utilized to organize and expedite.the acquisition .

and distribution of materials.

The identification and confirmation of_appropriate facilities

and equipment resources for the purposes of individual and group

screenings is another function of needs assessment. Both Applied

Management Sciences and EFC are providing viewing facilities and

equipment. However, alternative resources may be required which

fulfill projected needs (i.e., geograhic convenience, equipment

rental, etc.
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EXHIBIT 5.10

MEDIA REQUEST FORM

TO: COORDINATOR, MEDIA RESOURCE CENTER

FROM:

DATE.:

I hereby request the following materials:

For Review

Purchase

Subject:

,Title:

Rental Cost:

Distribu or:

*Date Needed: of Time:

Comments:

Request Reteived: Commen s:

Order Confirmed:

Media Received:

Media Screened:

Media Distributed:

*Allow minimum of 2 weeks advance notice



Subtask 3.2:_ Resource Deve.lopment

The development of resources is an on-going task which encom-

passes the functions related to the sys ematic search, selection,

and acquisition processes.

The research function involves the identification of local,

regional, and national sources of multi-media Materials. The sources

include:

Professional societies and organizations

Public and private educational institutions

Commerical and non-commerical broadcast stations

Educational materials producers and distributors

Government agencies (local and national)

Consumer organizations

Special libraries

Parenting advisory associations

Community organizations

Clipping services

Print media

Service organizations

Resources include:

National Education Association

National Institute of Education

Office of Child Development

Association of Educational Communications Technology

National Association of Educational Broadcasters

Educational Development Corporation

Public BroadCasting Service

Corporation for Public Broadcasting

Parents Without Partners

Teen Magazine

5.34
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Children's Television Workshop

Black Child Development institute

Salvation Army

WETA - Washington, D.C.

WGBH Boston

WNET New York

Appalachia Educational Laboratory, Inc.

Potential resources are contacted by letter requesting

specific information such as the type, availability, and cost of

parenting materials. Follow-up activities Via telephone and field

trips offer the opportunity for further investigation, clarification

and collection of data. A standard form, Exhibit 5.11, records all

resource development transactiOns. The review and evaluation of

follow-up activities will determine the direction of the selection

process.

The selection process focuses on the review of data gathered

from resources utilizing needs criteria developed by the Consortium.

For comparative purpoees, it is important to exam5.ne materials of

both mediocre and exCellent quality. Therefore, multi-media

materials with and without credibility are selected for evaluation.

The acquisitions process will reflect the on-going selections

process and the systemization of accountability procedures as it

relates to the receipt, processing and distribution of multi-media

materials.

The rental or purchase of materials is based on 1) Corisortium

needs, 2) media selections policy and 3) budget. Weekly media

orders are placed and that information is recorded on a standard

form (Exhibit 5.12).

The resource development task also requires confirmation of

available facilities and equipment rental sources. Consequently,

the coordinator is responsible for the logistical planning and the

mainte,A.nce of an efficient communication system with the Consortium

and alt 'ilative sources.
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EXHIBIT 5.12

WEEKLY MEDIA ORDERS

Company/
0 P1

Approved_
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Subta- Review and Evaluation

The review and evaluation of multi-media materials is the re-

sponsibility of the coordinator and Consortium.

A substantial portion of the coordinator's time is spent in
screening incoming materials. It is appropriate that the coo dinator

conduct the initial review of all incoming materials, however, in the

event of an emergency, materials may be immediately dispatched to

the Consortium member.

The media screening form (Exhibit 5.13) is designed to provide

formative evaluation and record-keeping. data and enhance in er-
consortium communication.

Subtask 5. 4: Dissemination

The Media Log Form (Exhibit 5.14) records all'information

related to physical distribution of media. In addition te dis-

tributing prescreened materials to the individual Consortium

members for further evaluation, the coordinator schedules and con-

ducts monthly presentations to the full Consortium.

A systematic approach to information dissemination to maintain

effective internal communication is paramount. Up-to-date informa-

tion on operational-pOlicy, procedures and schedules, new acquisitions

and reference data requires an organized and reliable medium.

"Media Memos" serves as the official organ of the multi-media

resource center. Utilizing an abbreviated newsletter format, it is

produced and distributed on a monthly basis.

As the project progresses, additional dissemination methods,

such as the monthly presentations and "Media Memos" will be developed

and implemented.
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EXHIBIT 5.13

DEVELOPMENT AND PRODUCTION LEADING TO A

TELEVISION SERIES ON PARENT EDUCATION

MEDIA TITLE:

DISTRITUTOR:

MEDIA SCREENING FORM

DATE VIEWED:

NAME OF VIEWER:

REFERRAL LIST:

Content:

Techniques:

COMMENTS:



EXHIBIT 5.14

MEDIA LOG SHEET

Company

Organization

Contact

Person .

Filni
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to Company

Daily fotal

Cost ,:ost
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Subtas Desian roadcast Naterials

On an on-going basis, the multi-media coordinator confers with

the publicity and promotion, development, research, and outreach

components on the goals and objectives for non-broadcast materials.

This- function requires the identification, selection, acquisition
and review of materials utilized by similar parent education projects

(i.e., Children's Television Workshop, Girl Scouts); the preparation

and implementation of screening sessions; and related activities.

Subtask Desi n and Preparation of Multi-Media Presentation

The multi-media coordinator will assist in the design, pro-

duction and completion of the multi-media presentation which-will

be a joint production of the Community Relations Team. Utilizing

a sound/slide format, this presentation will serve as a valuable

tool to communicate a consistent overview of the project in.con-

junction with publicity and outreach activities.

Subtask 5.3.7: Inventor of Data Bank

On a quarterly basis, the coordinator conducts a review and

evaluation of the overall multi-media materials system. It will

provide an opportunity to evaluate the operational efficiency of

the system, review input from Consortium members, and if necessary,

institute changes.

Subtask 5. 8: The Plan

Multi-media materials are based on the organization of a func-

tional system which is an ever expanding data base for the delivery

of media services to the Consortium.
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DISTRIBUTION AND FUNDING

6.1 Distribution

As the television series is being developed, produced and

evaluated, an essential planning ingredient is the broadcast commit-

ment, i.e., arranging for the programs to be broadcast on open circuit

television insix pre-selected sites for the three pilot programs, and

on a nationwide basis for the full series (see Exhibit 6.1).

6.1.1 Contacts with PBS and CPB

Assuming the best alternative for initial broadcast Is the

public broadcasting community, initial contacts will be made with

PBS and CPB, to explore their interest level, plus learning of the

leadtime, conditions of broadcast, etc.

6.1.2 Develop Broadcast Plan

Given a positive response, a PBS broadcast plan will be devel-

oped, designed for broadcasting the three pilots in six PBS cities,

and the full series of 20 programs for broadcast over the national

PBS interconnect (network). Once again, timelines and broadcast

clearances and other conditions will be addressed.

6.1.3 Present Broadcast Plan

Following internal review by management, consultants and EFC'

general manager, the plan will be presented to PBS forctheir con-

sideration and action.
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6.1.4 Contacts With Other Broadcasters

Even assuming full PBS acceptance, it is essential that contacts

be made with other broadcasting groups, including State and Regional

public broadcasting networks, indivldual PTV stations, commercial

outlets such as 0 & O's (e.g. ABC owned and operated stations in

5- major markets), Group Station management, indePendent TV stations.

6 1.5 Develop Alternate BroadcaSt Plans

In the event there is any question of full PBS acceptance,

alternate broadcast plans will be developed, including airing via

PBS affiliates (either State/Regional Networks or stations) , and/or

commercial stations as outlined above.

6.1.6 Select Field Sites for Pilot Testing

The proposal listed six field sites for full pilot program

testing: Washington, D.C.; Los Angeles, Cal.; Chicago, Ill.;

Vermilion, S.D.; Bangor Maine; and Raleigh, N.C. These will be

explored in term_ of their level of interest and commitment for the

summer of 1977, 11 as their overall success with their own

commUnity. Other,Suggested sites will also be considered at this

point, such as San Anonio, Texas, where a member of the PRB suggests

we might find existing community activities which mi ht enhance the

utilization of that area as an fective pilot si e. A firm decision

will then be made regardin2 the six field sites.

6-1 7 Visit Field S'tes

Once the sites have been formally chosen, the Executive Producer

will.arrange for site visits to these locales and stations. In

each case, discussions will be held with the key station personnel

as well as relevant community organizations.

6.1.8 ___eet With PTV Program Managers

As part of the advance period, the Executive Producer will par-

ticipate in a number of program managers' meetings to be held under

the auspices of CPB and PBS during March-May, 1977. He will also

arrange for others to participate as appropriate.
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6.1.9 Prepare Advance Materials

As the PBS stations prepare for the offering of the series via

the PBS Program Cooperative, it is essential that they receive ad-

vance material about the Parent Education Television Project.

Advance releases will be prepared.

6 1.10 Mail Releases to Stations

When these materials are ready for distribution, and tied into

the PBS timelines, the releases and other appropriate material will

be mailed to the stations.

1 11 Finalize Broadcast Plans for Pilots

Prior to field testing of the pilots, final plans will take

place, touching basewith six communities, the stations involved,

and PBS.

6.1.12 Broadcast and Te- Pilots

From mid-July through August, 1977, the broadcast and evaluation

of the three pilot programs will take place.

6.1- Secure Broadcast CoMmitment for Series

Once the field test is completed, the necessary steps -ill be

taken to secure broadcast commitment for the full series, including

the securing of necessary clearances, "talent buy-outs", etc. At

this point, the Executive Producer will coordinate these steps with

the General Manager of EFC, Jack Hunter, 'since'the talent'and other

participants in the series will fall under the jurisdiction of

various craft guilds and/or unions. It will be necessary to secure

the clearances to be consistent with the RFP for both broadcast and

non-broadcast uses.

6.1.14 Release Se-ies tionwide Viewing

'The series will be ready for broadcast on a nationwide basis .as

of September, 1978. Howeveri our best thinking at this point sug-

gests an actual release date of January, 1979. (Note: Since our

current contract runs out September 30, 1978, an extension of time

and dollars would be encessary to operationalize this option.)
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6.1.15 Promotion Opportunities

During all of the above, attention will be paid to key oppor-

tunities to publicize the series via major national meetings, such

as NAEB Convention in the Fall, AECT in the Spring, NAB conventions,

etc. As appropriate, formal presentations will be made at such

gatherings, along with distribution of printed materials.

It should be further noted that the non-broadcast commitment,

i.e., use of the series by schools, community groups, etc., will

be a function of the Community Relations team, especially Community

Outreach. That function, along with the distribution of printed

materials to the communities will be coordinated with the Community

Relations staff as the project moves towards broadcast reality.

6.2 Funding

This activity falls outside the requirements of the current

contract, but is deemed both desirable and necessary, in order to

secure the needed funds to mount a meaningful promotion campaign,

and related activities. The best program in the world is for naught

if the potential audience is not keenly aware of its existence. It

is also conceivable that funds may be secured to supplement-the

existing budgets for supplementary materials for wide dessemination

as well as for talent fees for star(s) as part of an overall campaign.

While this activity is still in the embryonic stage, several

steps can be identified as appropriate action items:

1. Develop list of funding sources (see Exhibit 6.2).

2. Develop a funding plan package, including options for
funding.

3. Approach corporations, foundations.

4. Develop specific proposals tied to funding source interests
and budget levels.

5. Design promotion campaign for the pilots and the series

6. Arrange for advance promotion for the series

7. Hold series promotion campaign
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EXHIBIT AGENCIES TO CONTACT FOR FUNDING

League of Woe

Exxon

Johnson Foundation

Advertising Council

Allied Chemical

General Foods

McDonalds

Pharmaceuticals

Marriott Corporation (Roy Rogers Hot Shoppes)

Mobil

Sears

Bristor Myers

Coca Cola

Pepsi Cola

Gerber Foods

Time-Life - Story of CTW

Atlantic Richfield

Johnson's (wax) FDN (Conference of potential funder

Kettering FDN in Dayton

Colgate Palmolive

American Brands

Lilly FDN

Campbell Soup

P & G

LLoyd Morrisett: Markle FDN

Lever Brothers

United Brands

Nabisco

Avon

Life Insurance Institute

National Council on Children and Youth

t ers
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As can be seen from the enclosed chart, activi ies will begin

immediately to explore the field, develop the necessary options and

packages and to actively pursue outside funding for promotion and

related purposes. Since the work of the Community Relations team

will depend upon the level of funding in this area, every effort

will be made to secure such funding at the earliest possible date.
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